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Abstract
This thesis is about various aspects of dark matter structure formation under the
influence of the velocity free streaming effect. Depending on the nature of dark
matter, the free streaming can act on very different scales, going from the AU scale
for a usual cold dark matter particle up to the scale of dwarf galaxies for a warm
dark matter candidate. The effect of the free streaming may be observable and could
give important hints on the nature of the dark matter particle.
In a first part of the thesis we are looking at the disruption processes acting on
the smallest earth-mass haloes in a 100 GeV neutralino dark matter scenario. The
existence of such microhaloes in the solar neighborhood would be very interesting
for direct and indirect dark matter detection experiments. We however show that
tidal stripping as well as the disk passages destroy the major part of the microhalo,
and that the effect on direct and indirect detection is negligible.
In a second part we are considering a warm dark matter cosmology, studying
nonlinear power spectrum, mass function, bias, and concentrations. We find a sur-
prising behavior of the mass function and the concentration, and we interpret it as
a consequence of a reversed hierarchy of structure formation.
In the final part of the thesis we study the cylindrical collapse within tidal
streams. In a cylindrical geometry the Jeans length is increased with respect to a
homogeneous case, and structure formation is suppressed more efficiently. We find
that tidal streams do not gravitationally fragment, since they are not cold enough
to allow substantial growth of perturbations.
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Zusammenfassung
Diese Thesis handelt von unterschiedlichen Aspekten der kosmischen Strukturfor-
mation, welche dominiert wird von dunkler Materie. Zentraler Bestandteil ist dabei
der sogenannte “free-streaming” Effekt, der ein Ausdruck fu¨r die Geschwindigkeits-
dispersion eines kollisionsfreien Fluides ist und zu einer Unterdru¨kung der Struktur-
bildung auf kleinen Skalen fu¨hrt. Wie klein diese kritische free-streaming Skala ist,
ha¨ngt ab von der Art des hypothetischen dunklen Materie-Teilchens und liegt im
Bereich zwischen der Gro¨sse des inneren Sonnensystemes fu¨r “kalte” dunkle Materie
(CDM) und der Gro¨sse von Zwerggalaxien fu¨r “warme” dunkle Materien (WDM).
Der free-streaming Effekt, ko¨nnte unter Umsta¨nden beobachtbar sein und wu¨rde
dann Aufschluss geben, u¨ber die Art des hypothetischen dunkle Materie-Teilchens.
In einem ersten Teil der Thesis betrachten wir den zersto¨rerischen Einfluss des
galaktischen Halos auf die kleinsten Strukturen in einem CDM Szenario mit einem
100 GeV Neutralino. Diese Strukturen werden “Mikrohalos” genannt und sind nur
etwa eine Erdmasse schwer. Fu¨r direkte und indirekte Detektionsexperimente von
dunkler Materie wa¨re die Existenz von Mikrohalos im oder um das Sonnensystems
von grosser Bedeutung. Wir zeigen jedoch, dass Gezeitenkra¨fte und Gravitation-
swechselwirkung mit Sternen einen Grossteil der Mikrohalos zersto¨rt, oder so stark
komprimiert, dass sie keinen Einfluss mehr auf Detektionsexperimente haben.
In einem zweiten Teil betrachten wir eine WDM Kosmologie, wobei wir die nicht-
lineare spektrale Leistungsdichte, die Massenfunktion und die Konzentration der
Halos, sowie den “bias” untersuchen. Die Massenfunktion und die Konzentration
zeigen ein u¨berraschendes Verhalten, welches als Zeichen einer Umkehrung der hi-
erarchischen Strukturbildung interpretiert werden kann.
In dem dritten und letzten Teil der Thesis betrachten wir den Gravitations-
Kollaps innerhalb eines Zylinders und wenden dieses Modell an auf Gezeitenstro¨me
(tidal streams) von Substrukturen in einem galaktischen Halo. Wir zeigen, dass
“tidal streams” auf Grund ihrer grossen Geschwindigkeitsdispersion stabil sind und
nicht fragmentieren.
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1
INTRODUCTION
This thesis is a summary of my research activities of the last three to four years.
It is not a self consistent work nor does it contain one single research hypothesis,
but it is a patchwork of different research projects I have worked on during the
time of my PhD. There are however common points relating the different projects,
which are the dark matter structure formation and, more specifically, the velocity
free streaming effect.
The thesis consists of a general introduction into the research field followed by
three published papers and ending with an outlook to future work. I will now give
a short overview of the research done in these papers, and discuss how the different
subjects are related to the thesis as a whole.
The first paper is about the local dark matter distribution within a ΛCDM
cosmology. This is of great interest for the search of the dark matter particle, since
the interpretation of detection experiments depends on the local dark matter den-
sity. Because of the very nonlinear behavior of small scale structure formation and
the finite resolution of N-body simulations, it is however impossible to determine
the precise distribution at the local scale of our solar system. We perform analytical
approximations and toy model simulations to estimate the local dark matter dis-
tribution. We thereby assume a hierarchical structure formation, which means that
the smallest structures, called microhaloes, form very early, have high concentra-
tions and are therefore the most susceptible to survive the disrupting forces within
the Milky way halo. The mass of the microhaloes is determined by the primordial
CDM free streaming scale which depends on the nature and mass of the dark matter
particle candidate. Assuming a 100 GeV neutralino the microhalo mass is extremely
small, comparable to the one of the earth, i.e. 10−6M. In order to determine the
influence of microhaloes on the dark matter distribution, we estimate their number
density in the Milky Way halo as well as their resistance to disruption effects, such
as tidal streaming and interactions with stars in the galactic disk. We find that only
the very centers of the microhaloes survive and more than 95% of the initial mass is
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stripped away. The boosting effect of this remnants on direct and indirect detection
stays negligibly small. We also explore the local velocity distribution which could
show signatures from the initially very cold tidal streams of disrupted microhaloes.
The streams are however heated up by stars in the disk, and spikes in phase space
are completely washed out, leading to a quasi Maxwellian velocity distribution.
In the second paper we study the structure formation of a ΛWDM cosmology.
In this alternative scenario the dark matter particle is much lighter than in ΛCDM,
yielding a larger free streaming scale and a stronger small scale suppression. The
smallest collapsed structures are not earth-mass microhaloes as in ΛCDM, but haloes
of about the size of dwarf galaxies, depending on the specific nature and mass of the
WDM particle candidate. We explore the ΛWDM cosmological structure formation,
using the analytical halo model combined with numerical simulations, and we find
important deviations from the usual picture of hierarchical collapse. First of all the
halo mass function is considerably shallower than predicted by the EPS approach.
Second the concentration mass function is not monotonically increasing towards
small masses, but it turns over at some characteristic mass and decreases again.
This can be interpreted as an inversion of hierarchical structure formation, at least
if one believes the usual explanation that the concentration is set by the background
density at the time of halo virialisation. By correcting the mass function and the
concentration-mass behavior with corresponding fitting functions, we improve the
halo model of WDM considerably, reducing the error on the power spectrum down
to 5%, what is comparable to the CDM halo model.
The third paper explores the gravitational stability of tidal dark matter
streams. In order to model the evolution of density perturbations within a tidal
stream, we use the approximation of an infinitely long, expanding cylindrical matter
distribution. In this geometry the linear growth and the Jeans criterion is qualita-
tively different from the case of a homogeneous fluid, and the evolution of gravita-
tional overdensities has to be worked out independently. The growing mode solution
of cylindrical collapse is very sensible to the value of the velocity dispersion as well
as the amount of longitudinal expansion. Tidal streams expand linearly on average,
and their velocity dispersion can be determined from the kinetics of the adjacent
substructure. Using these approximations, we find that dark matter (or stellar) tidal
streams cannot re-collapse to build small haloes. Perturbation modes within streams
are either oscillating or freezing out after an unsubstantial phase of growth. The ini-
tial assumption of a linearly expanding cylindrical matter distribution is however far
from being a perfect approximation for a real stream, which lies on a bended orbit,
is often flattened and oscillates in width and length during one orbital passage. We
analyze this effects as well and conclude that they cannot enforce the growth of
perturbations.
The common point of all three thesis subjects is the structure formation and
evolution at scales, where the velocity dispersion of the fluid starts to act as a sup-
pression mechanism against gravitational collapse. Either the free streaming effect
has erased preexisting density perturbations as in the first two papers, or the struc-
ture formation is suppressed due to Jeans criterion as in the third paper. Both, the
free streaming and the Jeans scale are tightly related, a fact that is explained in
section 2.3.3.
Chapter 1: Introduction 
The thesis is structured as follows: In chapter 2 we talk about the theoretical
background, starting with a short introduction to the big bang cosmology and a
discussion on dark matter. We then introduce the concept of linear and nonlinear
structure formation, with a special focus on the connection between free stream-
ing and Jeans length as well as on numerical simulations and the extended Press-
Schechter approach. In chapter 3 we talk about microhaloes, the smallest structures
of a typical CDM cosmology. The Disruption processes acting on microhaloes in
the galactic halo are discussed in detail as well as the consequences of microhaloes
on dark matter detection experiments. Chapter 4 introduces the alternative WDM
cosmology, and combines the outcome of the analytical halo model with numerical
simulations. In chapter 5 we then analyse the stability of tidal streams. Finally,
chapter 6 is an outlook on future work.
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
2.1. Cosmic history
The standard model of cosmology is based on the picture of an expanding universe,
consisting of a hot primordial plasma, which cools down and starts to cluster, build-
ing structures on various scales, including our galaxy. The underlying dynamics are
governed by Einstein’s field equations
Gµν(gµν) = 8piGTµν + gµνΛ, Gµν = Rµν − 1
2
gµνR, (2.1)
relating the geometry of space-time (described by the the Ricci tensor Rµν , the Ricci
scalar R, and ultimately the metric gµν) to its energy content (given by the stress
energy tensor Tµν and the cosmological constant Λ). At very early times and on large
scales the matter distribution of the universe is assumed to be nearly homogeneous
and isotropic. Under this assumption, a class of solutions to the field equations is
the Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker metric with the line element
ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν = −dt2 + a(t) [(1− kr2)−1dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin θdφ2] , (2.2)
where k is the curvature parameter and a is a function of cosmic time, known as the
scale factor. The behavior of a can be determined by implementing (2.2) into (2.1),
yielding the Friedmann equations for an expanding universe:(
a˙
a
)2
+
k
a2
=
8piG
3
ρ+
Λ
3
, (2.3)
2
a¨
a
+
(
a˙
a
)2
+
k
a2
= −8piGp+ Λ. (2.4)
Here we have assumed a stress energy tensor of the form Tµν = (ρ+ p)uµuν + pgµν ,
where uµ is the four-vector for the velocities. The Friedmann equations consist of two
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coupled, nonlinear differential equations of the scale factor, describing the expansion
history of the homogeneous and isotropic universe.
The matter density ρ and pressure p are related by the equation of state, which
is usually parametrised as p = wρ. Recent measurements [1, 2] point towards a flat
universe, where the curvature parameter k is zero, and we will neglect curvature in
what follows.
The Friedmann equations can be used to derive a relation for the energy conser-
vation
ρ˙ =
a˙
a
(3p+ ρ). (2.5)
In the case of a constant equation-of state parameter w, the solution to Eq. (2.5)
is ρ = ρ0a
−3(1+w). For radiation (and highly relativistic matter) w = 1/3 and the
energy density behaves as ρhr ∝ a−4. Non relativistic matter on the other hand
has negligible pressure (w = 0), and thus ρnr ∝ a−3. An expanding universe must
therefore have been in an early epoch of radiation domination, followed by an epoch
dominated by non relativistic matter. At some point matter domination is again
replaced by what we call the epoch of dark energy, since the decreasing density term
is overruled by the cosmological constant (see Eq. 2.3).
It is now straight forward to solve the Friedmann equations for the three main
epochs in cosmic history. During radiation domination we get a(t) ∝ t1/2 and during
matter domination a(t) ∝ t2/3. At the epoch of dark energy a(t) asymptotically
approaches a(t) ∝ exp(√Λ/3t) as the matter density goes to zero. The expansion
is therefore decelerating during the epochs of radiation and matter domination, and
it changes to an accelerated phase at the late epoch of dark energy domination.
In the very early universe during the epoch of radiation domination, all matter
components are in a very hot and dense state, interacting with each other and
building a thermodynamical equilibrium. Expansion of space makes this primordial
‘soup’ of particles cool down, what leads to more and more phase transitions of
high energy interactions. An incomplete but chronological list is the transition from
free quarks to baryons, the electron-positron annihilation, the neutrino decoupling,
the nucleosynthesis of the first atoms, and finally the recombination, where the
free electrons are trapped by the nuclei to form the first neutral atoms. With the
binding of free electrons, the universe becomes transparent to photons, which freely
propagate until today and build what is known as the ‘cosmic microwave background’
(CMB). Observing the CMB is the furthest look we can make in distance and time,
and it is a fundamental constraint on the observable size of the universe.
At about the time of recombination the universe enters the epoch of matter
domination and gravitational structure formation starts to become important. This
is the beginning of what we call the ‘dark ages’, where the primordial overdensities
first grow linearly, then collapse in a complicated nonlinear way to form the cosmic
web and the first virialised objects. The formation of the first stars denotes the end
of the dark ages and the beginning of the reionisation period, where the new star
light ionises the neutral hydrogen of the intergalactic medium.
In the meantime the complex process of nonlinear structure formation continues
in a bottom up fashion, where the first small dark matter haloes merge to build a
large variety of structures of different scales. Within this clustering process of dark
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matter, the baryons interact electromagnetically, loose energy through radiation,
and sink to the bottom of the gravitational potentials, where the densities become
high enough to permit a large amount of star formation. Galaxies of various sizes
start to populate the universe and trace the underlying density field of the dominant
dark matter.
Today the universe has entered the epoch of dark energy, where the main energy
component comes from the cosmological constant and the expansion is accelerated.
In the future all unbound objects will be redshifted away from each other and we will
eventually end up having single galaxies as island universes surrounded by empty
space [3].
2.2. Dark Matter
The first hint for dark matter goes back to the early thirties of the last century
when Fritz Zwicky studied the velocities of galaxies within the Coma cluster and,
due to kinematical reasons, postulated a dominant amount of invisible matter. This
picture got widely accepted only about forty years later, when the study of milky
way satellites [4, 5] as well as measurements of rotation velocities of galaxies [6]
showed the necessity of very massive haloes of dark matter surrounding the visible
galaxies. Candidates for the dark matter went from MACHO’s (massive astrophysi-
cal compact halo objects made of baryons, for example brown dwarfs or black holes,
[7]) to elementary particles such as massive neutrinos [8]. Soon it became clear that
baryons could not be the dark matter, since the expected abundances of elements
from nucleosynthesis give a strong constraint on the baryon density in the universe,
which is well below the density needed for a flat or nearly flat universe, predicted
by observations. Neutrinos on the other hand emerged as a natural dark matter
candidate, since experiments suggested them to have non zero mass [9]. However,
after working out the neutrino structure formation, it became clear that the collapse
time of neutrino dominated galaxies is to high and that a much colder (or heavier)
dark matter particle is needed [10].
Together with the various theories extending the standard model of particle
physics there are also several possible dark matter candidates that fulfill the nec-
essary conditions of being neutral, heavy, and interacting only very weakly with
other particles. They got named WIMPs, standing for weakly interacting massive
particles.
The major drawback of all possible dark matter candidates is that they have not
been detected yet, at least not independently of their very visible effect on gravity.
Today, a lot of experimental efforts go into the detection of WIMP candidates, where
the usual strategy is to measure collisions with baryons, which is a very difficult task,
due to the extremely small weak interaction cross section.
Before going a bit more into the details of different dark matter particle can-
didates, we will summarise the major astrophysical reasons for postulating dark
matter. There are numbers of observational evidence for dark matter on a wide
range of scales from individual galaxies to the CMB. Some of the most important
ones are listed in the following [for more details see 11, 12, and references therein] :
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Galaxy rotation curves: The rotation of edge-on galactic disks can be mea-
sured up to good accuracy with spectral methods. The observations of a large
number of galaxies all indicate flat rotation curves over a large range in ra-
dius. This can only be explained by either changing the laws of gravity or by
postulating a massive and extended halo of dark matter.
Galaxy clusters: As Zwicky pointed out in the early thirties, the velocities of
orbiting galaxies in clusters are too high to be explained by the visible cluster
mass. Moreover, strong lensing data indicate an excess of mass in agreement
with an extended dark matter halo surrounding galaxy clusters. A very strong
observational hint for dark matter comes from the Bullet cluster, which ac-
tually consists of two colliding galaxy clusters. Independent measurements of
the amount of gas (via X-ray measurements) and the amount of total cluster
mass (via lensing) indicate a spatial separation of gas and dark matter, coming
from the fact that gas is slowed down through pressure forces, which on the
other hand do not affect dark matter. The Bullet cluster is widely considered
as the most direct indication for the existence of non baryonic dark matter
and disfavors alternative gravity theories such as MOND [13].
CMB constraints: The CMB temperature anisotropies show the imprint
of baryonic acoustic oscillations (BAO), which are a direct consequence of
gas pressure counteracting the growth of baryon perturbations. Measuring the
position and the width of the BAO peaks clearly indicates the existence of a
dominating dark matter component.
In summary, there is very strong evidence for dark matter on a variety of scales,
and although no dark matter particle has been directly detected yet, it turns out to
be extremely hard to explain the above listed phenomena without any form of dark
matter.
We will now take a closer look on the nature of the different WIMP dark matter
candidates. As already mentioned, a particle candidate must be neutral and heavy
with a very small weak interaction cross section. No such candidate appears within
the standard model of particle physics, but several theories covering physics beyond
the standard model naturally contain a dark matter particle.
2.2.1. Cold dark matter (CDM)
The most popular candidate of dark matter, and the key example for a WIMP, is
the lightest supersymmetric particle, called neutralino. It has a mass of about 10
GeV to 1 TeV and only interacts via the weak forces, what makes it a perfect dark
matter candidate. A great ongoing effort is devoted to the very difficult detection
of the neutralino through nucleon scattering events. A popular detection setup con-
sists of some large and well shielded target crystal, where the interaction with a
neutralino produces phonons in the crystal matrix [14, 15]. Other setups are based
on shielded tanks of liquid rare metals, where neutralino interactions should pro-
duce small charge and light signals [16]. With the existing experiments no WIMP
detection has been made up to now, but future experiments with larger targets are
on the way, and they will explore much more of the possible parameter space.
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Since the neutralino is a Majorana fermion, it can self annihilate and produce a
cascade of gamma ray signals. A confirmation of such a signal would be an indirect
dark matter detection and could give insight into the dark matter distribution on
the sky. Since the strength of the signal depends on the self annihilation cross section
as well as on the dark matter density squared, the strongest signal is expected at
potential high density regions like the center of our galaxy. Unfortunately, there are a
lot of astrophysical gamma ray sources (supernovae, neutron stars, black holes, etc),
which are also located at high density regions, and it is very difficult to disentangle
between a potential signal and the background [17].
Another often mentioned CDM candidate is the axion, a hypothetical particle
postulated to solve the strong CP problem in QCD. Axions could be produced
abundantly in the very early universe, loose a lot of energy during the epoch of
inflation and build a cold Bose-Einstein condensate. This evolution mechanism would
turn the axion to a very cold dark matter candidate in spite of its small mass.
2.2.2. Warm dark matter (WDM)
The sterile neutrino has been proposed to explain the observed excess of oscillations
between muon and and electron neutrinos and antineutrinos [18, and references
therein]. Depending on the production mechanism in the early universe, the sterile
neutrino could be a very attractive dark matter candidate, and because of its mass at
about the keV range, this dark matter would be warm. In the standard production
mechanism [19] active neutrinos are converted into a sterile species via oscillations,
which are not in thermal equilibrium. However, with high redshift power spectrum
measurement from the Lyman-alpha forest as well as constraints on the maximum
decaying rate of the sterile neutrinos from X-ray measurements, this production
mechanism can be ruled out [20, 21]. More sophisticated production mechanisms
including resonant oscillation alleviate this constraints, and the sterile neutrino is
maintained as a valid dark matter candidate [22].
Another often mentioned candidate for WDM is the gravitino, which is the super-
symmetric partner of the graviton and can have a mass in the keV range. Depending
on the scale of symmetry breaking, the gravitino could be the lightest supersym-
metric particle and therefore act as the dark matter particle [23].
2.3. Linear structure formation
In the early universe matter is distributed nearly uniformly with tiny density pertur-
bations initially induced by quantum fluctuations and blown up to macroscopic scale
through inflation. These perturbations (or overdensities) are usually parametrised
as
δ(x, t) =
ρ(x, t)− ρb(t)
ρb(t)
. (2.6)
where ρ(x, t) is the density at the comoving coordinate x and ρb(t) is the background
density, described by Eq. (2.5). As long as δ  1, it is possible to describe the
evolution of the overdensities analytically via a perturbational approach. In this
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section we are looking at the linear order evolution of δ in the Newtonian limit,
where the wave length is much smaller than the horizon dH(t) = H
−1(t).
2.3.1. Particle motion
As a first step we are deriving the motion of a non relativistic particle of mass m
under a smooth gravitational potential in an expanding universe (see [25] for more
details). The proper position (in physical space) as well as the proper velocity are
given by
r = ax, u = ax˙ + a˙x = vp + vh, (2.7)
where a is the scale factor defined in (2.2). The proper velocity u is the sum of the
peculiar velocity vp and the Hubble flow vh. Under the influence of a gravitational
potential Φ(x, t) the motion of the particle is described by the Lagrangian L =
mu2/2−mΦ. A canonical transformation L→ L− dψ/dt with ψ = maa˙x2/2 then
leads to
L =
1
2
ma2x˙2 −mφ(x, t), φ = Φ + 1
2
aa¨x2. (2.8)
Applying the usual recipe of the Legendre transformation, the corresponding Hamil-
tonian H is found to be
H =
1
a2
p2
2m
+mφ(x, t), (2.9)
where p = ma2x˙ is the comoving momentum.
The new definition for the potential φ still has to be set into context. Using the
Poisson equation ∇2Φ = 4piGρ as well as the Friedmann equations (2.3, 2.4) it is
straight forward to derive the relation
1
a2
∇2xφ(x, t) = 4piGρb(t)δ(x, t), (2.10)
which we will call the modified Poisson equation.
2.3.2. Collisionless Boltzmann equation
In the last section we described the motion of a single particle in expanding space and
under the influence of an external potential φ(x, t), which on its part is coupled to
the overdensity field δ(x, t) via the modified Poisson equation (2.10). In order to get
the evolution of the whole fluid, we will use the notion of the phase-space density
f(x,p, t), defined as dN = f(x,p, t)d3xd3p, where N is the number of particles
inside the finite phase space volume V . An integration of the phase space density
over velocity space leads to the real space proper density
ρ(x, t) = mn(x, t) =
m
a3
∫
d3pf(x,p, t) =
ρb0
a3
[1 + δ(x, t)] . (2.11)
Here we have used the assumption of a non relativistic fluid obeying the relation
ρb(t) = ρb0a
−3, where ρb0 is the background density at redshift zero. At the same
time we have defined the proper number density n of a non relativistic fluid.
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Liouville’s theorem states that the phase space density of a collisionless fluid is
conserved over time. Since dark matter is a nearly perfect collisionless system (with
negligible cross section and smoothly varying potential), its phase space density is
a constant of time and in the Newtonian limit we can write
df
dt
=
∂f
∂t
+ {f,H} = 0, {f,H} = ∂f
∂x
· ∂H
∂p
− ∂f
∂p
· ∂H
∂x
. (2.12)
Using the Hamiltonain derived in (2.9) we get what is called the collisionless Boltz-
mann (or Vlasov) equation:
∂f
∂t
+
1
a2
p
m
· ∇xf −m∇xφ · ∂f
∂p
= 0, (2.13)
which describes the evolution of a collisionless fluid under the effect of self gravity.
Due to the nonlinearity of the Boltzmann equation, general solutions cannot be
found and we therefore have to do some simplification. In a first step we will derive
the continuity and the momentum equation which can then be combined to find
an equation for the overdensity evolution. To do so, we define the local streaming
velocity and the velocity stress tensor:
〈v〉 = 1
na3
∫
d3p
p
ma
f, 〈vivj〉 = 1
na3
∫
d3p
pipj
(ma)2
f. (2.14)
The continuity equation can now be obtained by simply integrating Eq. (2.13) over
momentum space. Using Eq. (2.14) and ignoring the surface term leads to
∂δ
∂t
+
1
a
∇x · [〈v〉(1 + δ)] = 0. (2.15)
The first momentum equations are obtained by multiplying Eq. (2.13) with pi and
integrating over momentum space:
∂
∂t
[a〈vi〉(1 + δ)] + ∂iφ(1 + δ) + ∂j [〈vivj〉(1 + δ)] = 0. (2.16)
Taking the time derivative of this relation and substituting it into Eq. (2.15) leads
to
∂2δ
∂t2
+ 2
a˙
a
∂δ
∂t
=
1
a2
∂i
[
(1 + δ)∂iφ
]
+
1
a2
∂i∂j [〈vivj〉(1 + δ)] , (2.17)
which gives a description of the evolution of density perturbations.
Approximate solutions for δ  1 can be found by linearizing the system of
equations (2.17, 2.10). In this regime, the velocity shear is negligible and the stress
tensor becomes diagonal. The diagonal terms are simply given by σ/
√
3, where σ is
the three dimensional initial fluid dispersion. The linearisation then leads to
∂2δ
∂t2
+ 2
a˙
a
∂δ
∂t
=
σ2
a2
∇2xδ + 4piGρbδ. (2.18)
We can now apply a Fourier transform of the form
δ(x, t) =
∫
d3kδk(t)e
ik·x (2.19)
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to obtain the ordinary linear differential equation
d2δk
dt2
+ 2
a˙
a
dδk
dt
=
[
4piGρb(t)− σ
2(t)k2
a2
]
δk. (2.20)
Eq. (2.20) describes the behavior of linear perturbations in an idealised universe
containing one single fluid. Considering a more realistic approach of many different
cosmic fluids (such as non realistic dark matter, baryons, radiation etc), it is straight
forward to extend the derivation above to get a set of equations of the form
d2δA
dt2
+ 2
a˙
a
dδA
dt
=
[
4piGρA(t)− σ
2
A(t)k
2
a2
]
δA + 4piG
∑
B
ρB(t)δB, (2.21)
where the subscript A denotes the fluid of interest, whose perturbations are coupled
to the perturbations of all the other components of the universe, subscribed with B.
The second term in the square brackets of Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21) becomes only
important at small scales (large k) and will be neglected for the moment. A detailed
study of the case when this term becomes dominant is given in section 2.3.3.
We are now examining solutions of the equations of perturbations for the different
cosmological epochs in order to get a qualitative picture of dark matter structure
formation. At early times and scales well below the Hubble radius, the dominant
radiation component does not cluster and the coupling in Eq. (2.21) disappears [see
26, for more details]. The perturbations of dark matter then behave as a single
non relativistic fluid in a radiation dominated universe (essentially Eq. (2.20) with
ρb = ρm). Following Mo et al. [24] we define ζ = ρm/ρr = a/aeq, where aeq is the scale
factor at matter-radiation equality. Using the Friedmann equations and ignoring the
subdominant cosmological constant, we can then rewrite Eq. (2.20) to get
2ζ(1 + ζ)
d2δk
dζ2
+ (2 + 3ζ)
dδk
dζ
= 3δk. (2.22)
The growing part of the solution is easily found to be
δ+ ≡ D(a) ∝ 1 + 3
2
(
a
aeq
)
. (2.23)
In the epoch of radiation domination ζ < 1, and the perturbations stay roughly
constant. This is called Me´sza´ros effect. In the epoch of matter domination ζ > 1,
and the perturbations are linearly growing with respect to the scale factor.
In the very late universe the cosmological constant becomes important for struc-
ture formation. The growing solution of the equation of perturbations must then be
calculated numerically. Here we just give the approximate solution from Caroll et
al. [27]:
δ+ ≡ D(a) = g(a)a, (2.24)
g(a) =
5
2
Ωm
[
Ω
4
7
m − ΩΛ +
(
1 +
Ωm
2
)(
1 +
ΩΛ
70
)]−1
, (2.25)
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where
Ωm =
Ωm,0
a3H(a)
, ΩΛ =
ΩΛ,0
H(a)
, (2.26)
and H(a) = a˙/a is the Hubble parameter obtained by the first Friedmann equation
(2.3). The subscript 0 denotes values at redshift zero.
During the cosmic history, significant formation of structures only starts after
matter-radiation equality, and the growth holds on until today, although it slows
down with the increasing dominance of the cosmological constant.
2.3.3. The Jeans criterion and the free streaming scale
Up to now, we have ignored the effect of the velocity dispersion on structure for-
mation. This is a good approximation as long as the scales considered are large
enough. On smaller scales however, the dispersion has the effect of damping the
growth of structures or suppressing it completely. Equation (2.20) only has growing
mode solutions if the term on the right hand side of the equality stays above zero:[
4piGρb(t)− σ
2(t)k2
a2
]
≥ 0. (2.27)
If it becomes negative, the density perturbations start to oscillate and no structures
can grow. We can therefore define the physical Jeans length
λJ(t) = a
2pi
kJ
≡
√
piσ2(t)
Gρb(t)
, (2.28)
which denotes the limit between stability and collapse. A more intuitive scale in
terms of haloes is the Jeans mass, which is defined as
MJ ≡ 4pi
3
ρm
(
λJ
2
)3
. (2.29)
Note that while the Jeans length depends on the background density, which includes
all cosmic components and goes as ρb ∝ a−4 for a < aeq, the conversion between
Jeans length and Jeans mass depends on the dark matter density with the behvior
ρm ∝ a−4 for a < anr and ρm ∝ a−3 for a > anr.
We can now qualitatively trace the evolution of the Jeans criterion through cos-
mic history. In the very early universe during in the epoch of radiation domination,
even the dark matter particles are highly relativistic with a dispersion of the order
σ(t) ∼ 1. During this epoch the Jeans mass is growing as MJ ∝ a2. Since the dark
matter particle is very heavy, it becomes non relativistic while the universe is still
dominated by radiation. In this epoch σ ∝ a−1 and MJ is constant. Later on, in the
epoch of matter domination, the Jeans mass is shrinking again with MJ ∝ a−3/2.
(For small perturbations that already entered the horizon at a < anr the dark matter
perturbations decouple from radiation and the Jeans mass decreases as MJ ∝ a−3/2,
already at anr ≤ a ≤ aeq.) The behavior of the Jeans mass is summarised in Fig.
2.1, where the red colored region represents scales with no growth of perturbations.
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Figure 2.1. Schematic representation of the Jeans mass MJ and the free streaming
mass MFS as they evolve through cosmic history. In the red colored region the density
perturbations are not growing because they are Jeans stable. The green colored region is
Jeans unstable but the perturbations are completely wiped out due to the velocity free
streaming.
At scales below the Jeans length, particles are free streaming out of overdensities
and completely destroy all density perturbations. Therefore, there is no linear growth
of structures below the Jeans scale of matter-radiation equality, although MJ is
shrinking dramatically afterwards. The free streaming length is usually defined as
λFS =
∫ teq
0
σ(t)
a
dt, (2.30)
which is the streaming distance of a dark matter particle from the big bang until teq,
when the modes become Jeans unstable. Since σ ∼ c for t ≤ tnr and σ ∼ σ0/a for
t ≥ tnr this integral can be split into two parts, yielding the approximate solution
λFS ∼ 2ctnr
anr
[
1 + log
(
aeq
anr
)]
, (2.31)
where we have used a ∝ t1/2 for the epoch of radiation domination.
This definition of the free streaming length happens to be approximately equiva-
lent to calculating the Jeans length at matter-radiation equality. Using Eq. (2.28) as
well as the approximative relation ρb = ρ0/a
3 up to matter-radiation equality gives
λeqJ ∼
√
piσ20
Gρ0aeq
∼ 90Gyr√
aeq
σ0 (2.32)
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in comoving units. An estimation of the free streaming length leads to
λFS ∼ 2ctnr
anr
∼ 2t0√
aeq
σ0 ∼ 120Gyr√
aeq
σ0. (2.33)
Here we have used the approximation c ∼ σ0/anr and we have set to three the
logarithm in Eq. (2.31). Both relations have a linear dependence on the particle
dispersion and are of roughly the same size. This confirms the qualitative picture
given in Fig. 2.1 .
2.4. Statistical description of the density field
The overdensity field δ(x, t) is a complicated and dynamical scalar field, which gov-
erns structure formation and is traced by galaxies. For a detailed comparison with
the observed galaxy distribution, it is therefore crucial to apply a statistical approach
to the overdensity field.
2.4.1. Basic concepts
The simplest and most straight forward statistical tool to describe the distribution
of matter in the universe is given by the two point correlation function
ξ(r) = 〈δ(x)δ(x + r)〉. (2.34)
Note that ξ(r) only depends on the norm of r, which is a direct consequence of the
statistical homogeneity of space. The ensemble average 〈·〉 can be understood as the
mean over an infinite amount of independent realisations of the field (or equivalently
as the mean over all positions in space). In Fourier space the two point correlation
becomes
〈δ(k)δ(q)〉 = 1
(2pi)6
∫
d3xd3r〈δ(x)δ(x + r)〉e−i[(k+q)·x+q·r]. (2.35)
Here we have used the Fourier transform of the density perturbation defined in Eq.
(2.19), and we changed the notation from δk to δ(k) . With the Fourier transform
of the Dirac delta
δD(k + q) =
1
(2pi)3
∫
d3xe−i(k+q)·x, (2.36)
relation (2.35) can be written as
〈δ(k)δ(q)〉 = δD(k + q) 1
(2pi)3
∫
d3rξ(r)e−iq·r =: δD(k + q)P (k), (2.37)
where we have defined the power spectrum P (k), which simply is the Fourier trans-
form of the correlation function:
ξ(r) =
∫
d3kP (k)eik·r. (2.38)
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For a comparison with observations or N-body simulations, it is useful to smooth
the overdensity field by integrating over a window function
δ(x, R) =
∫
d3x′δ(x′)W (|x− x′|, R). (2.39)
The most natural choice for the window function is a real space tophat function of
the form W (x,R) = 3Θ(R−x)/4piR3, where Θ denotes the Heaviside step function.
Other popular choices are the Gaussian window W (x,R) = exp(x2/2R2)/(2piR2)3/2
or the k-space tophat window W (y) = (sin y − y cos y)/(2pi2R3y3), where y = x/R.
2.4.2. Gaussian random field
The model of inflation predicts that the universe is not completely homogeneous,
but that there are tiny quantum fluctuations of space, which are blown up from ini-
tially microscopic scales through exponential expansion of space [28]. These quantum
fluctuations are the seeds of the density perturbations and of all galaxies in the uni-
verse. A basic prediction of inflation (at least of the standard single field inflation)
is that the overdensities are distributed as a Gaussian random field. For the linear
overdensity field smoothed at a scale R, the distribution can therefore be written as
P (δ|R)dδ = 1√
2piσ2(R)
exp
(
− δ
2
2σ2(R)
)
dδ, (2.40)
where the variance σ2(R) is given by the ensemble average of the density squared:
σ2(R) = 〈δ(x, R)2〉 = 1
(2pi3)
∫
d3kP (k)W 2(k;R). (2.41)
Up to now, neither CMB measurements nor large scale galaxy surveys have found
any deviation from this Gaussian distribution in the linear field [1]. The search for
non-Gaussianities is nevertheless a very active field of research, since the discovery
of non-Gaussian features would permit to constrain inflation and give an insight into
the nature of the very early universe. The Gaussian nature of the field gets lost as
soon as the growth of the perturbations becomes nonlinear. Already second order
contributions to the perturbed field induce non-Gaussian features, and the search of
primordial non-Gaussianities is therefore restricted to the linear scales.
Another basic prediction from single field inflation is a nearly scale-invariant
primordial power spectrum of the form
P (k) ∝ knsT 2(k), (2.42)
where the spectral index ns is approximately one. The transfer function T (k) de-
scribes the suppression of the perturbations after inflation and catches the compli-
cated interplay of sub- and super-horizon evolution of density perturbations during
the radiation dominated epoch. It has to be determined by numerically solving the
relativistic Boltzmann equation. In ΛCDM, a good fit to such a numerical solution
is given by
T (k) =
log(1 + 2.34q)
2.34q
[
1 + 3.89q + (16.1q)2 + (5.46q)3 + (6.71q)4
]−1/4
, (2.43)
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where q = k/Ωmh [29]. The suppression of the transfer function is largest at small
scales, indicating the absence of growth below the horizon during the epoch radiation
domination.
For a ΛWDM cosmology, equation (2.42) has to be multiplied by the fitting
function [30]
TWDM(k) =
[
1 + (αk)2µ
]−5/ν
, (2.44)
where ν = 1.12 and
α = 0.049
[mWDM
keV
]−1.11 [ΩWDM
0.25
]0.11 [
h
0.7
]1.22
Mpc/h. (2.45)
This additional truncation in the ΛWDM power spectrum induced by TWDM comes
from the fact that the particle free streaming suppresses power at small scales.
The power spectrum together with the Gaussian nature of the perturbations gives
a statistically complete description of the overdensity field, which can be used as a
starting point to understand the complicated and non linear behavior of structure
formation.
2.5. Nonlinear structure formation
The linear perturbational approach described in the last section is approximately
right for small overdensities, but it breaks down completely as soon as δ ≥ 1. In this
nonlinear regime the system of equations (2.10, 2.17) has to be solved directly, some-
thing that can only be done with numerical simulations. We will now summarise the
most popular techniques to perform numerical simulation, followed by a discussion
on basic analytical and semi-analytical approaches.
2.5.1. Numerical simulations
The common techniques of numerical structure formation are generally based on a
large number of N hypothetical particles representing fluid elements, each moving
with respect to its conjoint force field as
dri
dt
= ui, ai =
dui
dt
= −∇Φ(ri). (2.46)
This approach is equivalent to solving the system of equations (2.10, 2.17), at least
in the limit of N →∞. In reality N is limited by computational power and memory,
and the simulation is only accurate down to a certain resolution limit.
The numerical integration is usually done by the ‘leap frog’ scheme, where the
particles first get drifted for half a time step in real space
ri(tn+1/2) = ri(tn) + ui(tn))
∆t
2
, (2.47)
followed by a recalculation of the forces for the new particle positions. In a next step
the particle velocities are kicked for a full time step
ui(tn+1) = ui(tn) + ai(tn+1/2)
∆t
2
, (2.48)
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before another drift for half a time step
ri(tn+1) = ri(tn) + [ui(tn) + ui(tn+1))]
∆t
2
(2.49)
completes one cycle. This procedure is repeated over and over until the end of
the numerical integration. The ‘leapfrog’ algorithm is very popular because of its
simplicity and because it is an energy conserving integrator.
The computationally expensive part of the leapfrog algorithm is the force calcu-
lation, and there are many different techniques for doing this efficiently. The most
common ones are summarised in the following:
Particle-particle (PP) algorithm: The most straight forward way of cal-
culating the forces is direct summation over all particle contributions. This
procedure is however only a valid option for systems with small N . For larger
setups it becomes tremendously expensive, since the computational costs grow
with O(N2).
Treecode: A more sophisticated technique, initially introduced by Barnes &
Hut [31], consists of grouping more distant particles together and calculating
their force contribution with one single multipole expansion. The division into
groups is usually done by an octree, which divides the whole simulation box
into eight equally sized sub-cells, that are again divided, as long as there is
more than one particle in a cell. A fixed opening angle then decides how many
particles can be treated within a single multipole expansion. In the treecode
algorithm the costs of the force calculation drops down to O(N logN), which
makes it very popular for large N-body simulations.
Particle-mesh (PM) algorithm: In this technique a fine-meshed grid is
spanned over the whole simulation box and particles are transferred to the
grid points, turning the particle description to a discrete density scalar field.
The grid is then transformed to Fourier space with a fast Fourier transform
(FFT) method, where the Poisson equation simply becomes −k2Φk = 4piρk
and the force is given by ak = −iφkk. An inverse Fourier transformation of ak
and an interpolation back to the particle positions then gives the forces in real
space for every particle. This method is very fast with computational costs of
O(N), but it has the drawback of being limited in resolution by the size of
one grid cell.
Particle-particle-particle-mesh (PPPM) algorithm: This hybrid method
combines the advantages of both tree and PM-code and is often used for cos-
mological simulations. The long range forces are thereby calculated on a grid
and the treecode is only used below a certain length threshold.
Additionally to sophisticated force calculations, numerical integrators generally in-
clude adaptive time stepping, where the force calculation is done more often for
particles in a strong gravitational field. Two particles coming together very close
need very small time steps to be treated accurately. An artificial force softening pre-
vents a divergence of the force and the freezing of the code. The softening induces
a resolution length, below which simulations can not be trusted anymore.
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In this thesis we used the gravity code PKDGRAV, a fully parallelised treecode
with multipole expansion up to seventh order and adaptive time stepping. PKD-
GRAV was written by Joachim Stadel [32].
2.5.2. Approximative analytical approaches
The nonlinear structure formation can be approximately described with analytical
and semi-analytical methods. This is generally done by extrapolating from the linear
density field using some criteria for an instantaneous halo collapse.
The most basic approach, the Press-Schechter (PS) model [33], is based on spher-
ical collapse, where a tophat spherical overdensity, initially in the Hubble flow, gets
amplified, decouples, and turns around to collapse and virialise. The time of col-
lapse corresponds to a linear overdensity growth of δc = 1.686 and this value is
therefore taken as a collapse threshold. In the Press-Schechter model, the density
field is evolved linearly well above the usual limitation δ  1. As soon as the field
exceeds the threshold (δ > δc) a halo of the corresponding smoothing scale R is
thought to form and virialise immediately. The cumulative probability of having a
region of size R above the threshold is given by
F (R) =
∫ ∞
δc
P (δ|R)dδ = 1
2
erfc
[√
ν
2
]
, (2.50)
where ν = [δc/σ(R)]
2 and P (δ|R) is the Gaussian distribution (2.40). Since in ΛCDM
σ(R) is a monotonically decreasing function of R, the probability of a patch to be
above the threshold δc is larger for smaller R. A qualitative picture of the Press-
Schechter model is given in Fig. 2.2. The colored curves represent the Gaussian
distribution of overdensities with different values for σ, or equivalently different
smoothing scale R. The flatter the curve (large σ) the smaller the smoothing scale
we look at. The filled region at δ > δc corresponds to the cumulative probability
F (R) and grows with decreasing scale R. There is hence a larger fraction of collapsed
volume elements at small scales, which is a consequence of hierarchical structure
formation. The time evolution of the PS model is encapsulated in σ(R) = D(a)σ0(R),
what means that the Gaussian curve is flattening with time and F (R) is growing.
An analog description is setting σ constant and letting the threshold evolve with
time (δc ∝ 1/D(a); the dashed line in Fig. 2.2 is then moving to the left of the
plot until the displayed value at redshift zero). In the hierarchical picture of ΛCDM,
the variance diverges for R → 0 and all mass should be collapsed. This is however
not the case in Eq. (2.50) where F (0) = 1/2. Press & Schechter [33] corrected this
inconsistency by simply multiplying (2.50) with a factor of two, however without
giving a convincing physical justification. With this additional ‘fudge’ factor, the
number density of haloes with mass M = 4piρbR
3/3 is given by
dn
d logM
=
ρb
M
∣∣∣∣dF (M)d logM
∣∣∣∣ = −12 ρbMfPS(ν)d log σ2d logM , fPS(ν) =
√
2ν
pi
exp
[
−ν
2
]
. (2.51)
In spite of the very simplistic approach, the PS halo mass function is in reasonable
agreement with ΛCDM (see Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.2. Gaussian distribution function of the density perturbations for different vari-
ance σ2(R). The flatter the curve, the higher the variance and the smaller the smoothing
scale R. The collored area above δc corresponds to the cumulative probability F (R).
The main conceptual weakness of the PS model is the fact that it does not
account for the so called cloud-in-cloud problem, meaning that an underdense patch
within a larger overdense region is not counted as collapsed, even if the larger region
is above the threshold. The excursion set approach or extended Press-Schechter
(EPS) model solves the cloud-in-cloud problem by following every overdensity patch
from the large, homogeneous scales down to smaller and smaller smoothing scales
(or equivalentely from very high redshift to redshift zero). As soon as a patch first
crosses the threshold the patch is counted as virialised and a second crossing is not
allowed. The EPS approach leads to a halo mass function of Eq. (2.51), but this
time without having to introduce the ‘fudge’ factor of the initial PS approach. A
detailed derivation of the excursion set approach can be found in Zentner [34].
The real advantage of the EPS approach is that it gives a method for further
investigations and more detailed modeling. It becomes for example possible to re-
place the spherical collapse by the more realistic ellipsoidal collapse model, where
the threshold barrier itself is scale dependent [35]. A often used approach inspired
by ellipsoidal collapse and adapted to numerical simulations is the Sheth-Tormen
(ST) mass function
dn
d logM
= −1
2
ρb
M
fST(ν)
d log σ2
d logM
, fST(ν) =
√
2qν
pi
[
1 + (qν)−p
]
exp
[
−qν
2
]
, (2.52)
which is a very accurate and physically well motivated fit to CDM simulations (see
Fig. 2.3 for a comparison with simulations).
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Figure 2.3. Halo mass function from the ST approach (solid line) and the PS approach
(dashed line) in comparison with simulations (red dots).
Next to the halo mass function the EPS formalism can also be used to compute
characteristic quantities of structure formation, like the halo bias, halo merger trees,
or void statistics. In spite of its simplicity it gives a good qualitative picture of the
nature of nonlinear structure formation. Accurate quantitative results can however
only be obtained with fully consistent numerical simulations.
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3
PAPER I: CDM MICROHALOES
In this first central part of the thesis we are considering the classical ΛCDM picture
with a 100 GeV neutralino as dark matter particle candidate. Due to its large mass
and small cross section, the neutralino becomes nonrelativistic and decouples from
the plasma at very early times. Consequently, the free streaming length is extremely
small, leading to hierarchical structure formation over an enormous range of scales.
The smallest dark matter halo is expected to be around the free streaming mass,
which can be approximately determined with the relation (2.33). Taking the velocity
dispersion at decoupling σd ∼ (3kBTd/m)1/2 as well as the assumptions m ∼ 100
GeV and Td ∼ a−2d for particle mass and decoupling temperature, one gets a free
streaming mass scale of roughly MFS ∼ 10−6M. The precise effect of free streaming
on the initial matter power spectrum depends on the characteristics of the WIMP
as well as the cosmic history, and it can only be calculated by solving the relativistic
Boltzmann equation [36, 37].
The number density of the whole hierarchy of structures is given by the mass
function, and although numerical simulations do not come close to a comprable
resolution, there are reasons to believe that the mass function behaves as a power
law of the form
dn
d logM
∼M−1 (3.1)
all the way up to M ∼ 10−6M. First of all the EPS formalism predicts a power
law behavior at small masses and second numerical simulation of ΛCDM show no
significant deviation from a power law within the range they can challenge.
If this extrapolation of the mass function is correct, there must be an enormous
amount of microhaloes in the universe. Considering our milky way halo, about 1013
microhaloes in the mass range [10−6, 10−5]M should be found within the virial
radius [38]. The hierarchical nature of CDM structure formation predicts the micro-
haloes to be the structures that form first and to have the highest concentrations.
They are therefore the most probable to survive the tidal forces within the milky
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way halo and are potential interesting objects for direct and indirect dark matter
detection experiments.
There is a major ongoing experimental effort to proof the existence of neutralino
dark matter either via direct detection by measuring recoil energies or via indirect
detection by observing a gamma ray signal coming from dark matter self annihilation
(see section 2.2.1 for more details). For the interpretation of these experiments, it is
crucial to have an idea of the expected dark matter distribution in the milky way halo
and in the solar neighborhood. Predicting the local dark matter distribution around
the solar neighborhood is however a very difficult task, since this is a highly nonlinear
regime and cosmological N-body simulations have by far not enough resolution to
challenge these small scales.
In the following manuscript we are trying to get an idea of the local dark matter
distribution by using basic analytical approximation as well as toy model simulations
of substructures within the milky way galaxy. We find that although the milky way
halo is populated by a large number of substructures spreading over an enormous
range of scales, the local dark matter distribution is expected to be very smooth
with a close to Maxwellian velocity distribution.
The following paper has been published 2010 in Physical Review D [39].
Impact of Dark Matter Microhalos on Signatures for Direct and Indirect Detection
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Detecting dark matter as it streams through detectors on Earth relies on knowledge of its phase
space density on a scale comparable to the size of our solar system. Numerical simulations predict
that our Galactic halo contains an enormous hierarchy of substructures, streams and caustics, the
remnants of the merging hierarchy that began with tiny Earth mass microhalos. If these bound or
coherent structures persist until the present time, they could dramatically alter signatures for the
detection of weakly interacting elementary particle dark matter (WIMP). Using numerical simula-
tions that follow the coarse grained tidal disruption within the Galactic potential and fine grained
heating from stellar encounters, we find that microhalos, streams and caustics have a negligible
likelihood of impacting direct detection signatures implying that dark matter constraints derived
using simple smooth halo models are relatively robust. We also find that many dense central cusps
survive, yielding a small enhancement in the signal for indirect detection experiments.
PACS numbers: 98.80
Introduction
In a ΛCDM dominated universe, structure forms by the
hierarchical clustering and merging of small density per-
turbations [1]. Numerical simulations that follow these
processes predict that our Galactic halo should contain a
vast hierarchy of surviving substructures - the remnants
of the entire halo merger tree [2]. The number density
of substructures of a given mass M goes as n ∝ M−1subs
and they span over 15 decades in mass [3]. The small-
est, oldest and most abundant are Earth-mass microha-
los with a half mass radius of 10−2 pc that formed at
z ' 80− 30 [4–8]. This minimum mass is modulated by
the free streaming velocity which is related to the mass
of the neutralino [9, 10].
Simulations of relatively large subhalos suggest that
their gravitational interactions with a disk potential, can
lead to a destruction of subhalos at distances closer than
30 kpc [11]. Smaller subhalos form earlier, however, with
denser cores, and are therefore the most probable dark
matter structures to survive gravitational interactions.
A second source of fine grained structure to survive are
the numerous caustic sheets and folds that form due to
the very high initial phase space density of the cold dark
matter particles [12]. These are wrapped in a complex
way within all the subsequent structures that form, how-
ever in the absence of a heating term, the fine grained
phase density would be preserved.
With low internal velocity dispersion and high mean
density, both the event rate and the characteristic spec-
trum of energy deposited by dark matter in direct de-
tection experiments [13] could be affected by any fea-
tures surviving in the phase space distribution of CDM
particles. Direct detection experiments are sensitive to
the density and velocity distributions of WIMPs on a
scale of ≈ 1013m, the distance the Earth travels over a
year. In order to make predictions and exclusion lim-
its, these experiments assume that the dark matter is
completely smooth on these scales, with a well mixed
Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution [14, 15]. Fur-
thermore, if any such small high-density clumps actually
dominate the dark matter distribution in the solar neigh-
borhood, the indirect detection signal due to dark matter
annihilation in the galaxy might also be affected.
Since existing N-body simulations of galaxy formation
do not have a resolution that goes down to objects with
mass as small as 10−6M, in order to address the ques-
tion of the survival and impact of such microhalos we
need to combine analytical estimates with the results of
smaller scale simulations that can resolve such objects.
Previous studies have made analytic [16] and numerical
estimates [17] of the disruption timescale of microhaloes
as they orbit through the stellar field. Zhao et. al. [16]
argued that most of the microhaloes should be completely
destroyed by encounters with stars, whilst Goerdt et. al.
[17] show that indeed, whilst most of the mass is unbound
the dense central cusp may survive intact.
We extend this work by numerical calculating the tidal
disruption of microhaloes as they actually orbit through
a field of stars, as well as self-consistently including the
Galactic halo potential. We calculate the survival statis-
tics of microhaloes using realistic orbital distributions
within the disk, allowing us to follow the dynamical struc-
ture of the dark matter streams and thus to estimate the
fine grained phase space distribution function of WIMPs
on scales relevant to dark matter detection experiments.
Microhalo parameters and disruption processes
The dominant processes that can affect microhalos in-
volve gravitational interactions with baryons in the stel-
lar field during the crossing of the disk and also tidal
effects of the disk potential during the orbit of the micro-
2halo. Unfortunately we cannot account for both effects
simultaneously in our simulations as it would require set-
ting up a self-consistent disk with billions of stars. In-
stead we look separately at the effects of stellar disruption
and tidal streaming and we then estimate the combined
behavior.
As a substructure halo crosses through a stellar field,
high-speed interactions with single stars will heat up the
halo distribution, causing it to increase its velocity dis-
persion and hence its scale size will grow. This process
is analogous to galaxy harassment that occurs in clus-
ters [18] and basically has a timescale proportional to
the relaxation time of the stellar disk and the time each
microhalo spends within the fluctuating potential field of
the stars. For an analytical estimation of this process we
follow the Goerdt et. al. paper [17].
In the ’distant-tide’ approximation [19] the internal en-
ergy increase of the microhalo due to a single encounter
with a fixed star is given by
δE(b) =
1
2
(
2GM∗
b2Vmh
)2
2
3
〈r2〉, (1)
where b is the impact parameter and Vmh is the velocity
of the microhalo. Since halos with an early formation
time have a low concentration we can set 〈r〉 ≈ 0.5rvir.
One encounter can totally disrupt the microhalo if δE
exceeds the binding energy Eb. Since Eb ≈ 0.4v2vir with
v2vir = Gmvir/rvir [20], the minimal encounter parameter
that does not entirely disrupt the microhalo is found to
be
bmin ≈ 0.8
(
GM∗rvir
Vmhvvir
)1/2
. (2)
We can now define the disruption probability of a micro-
halo in a stellar field
p =
1
Eb
∫
δEdN =
∫ bmin
0
dN +
1
Eb
∫ ∞
bmin
δEdN, (3)
where dN = 2pinbdbVmhdt. Here we have used δE =
Eb for b < bmin. Performing the integration leads to a
disruption probability of
p ≈ 4GM∗n∗t
(
rvir
vvir
)
=
2GM∗n∗t
5H0Ω
1/2
m0
(1 + z)−3/2, (4)
where we have used the definition of the virial radius
Mvir =
4pi
3 r
3
vir200ρc with ρc =
3H2
8piG . The microhalo is
completely destroyed at p = 1. Therefore we get the
average disruption time
t = 250
(
0.04Mpc−3
M∗n∗
)(
1 + z
61
)3/2
Myr. (5)
A microhalo with a formation redshift z ∼ 60 should
therefore survive about 250 Myr in a stellar field with
a density similar to the one in the solar neighbourhod.
However this is only true on average, since one very close
encounter can immediately lead to total disruption.
The above estimate does not take into account the in-
ternal structure of the microhalos and should therefore
only give a very rough estimation of the disruption time.
Also it does not allow one to follow the mass loss during
the disruption process. We therefore perform a simula-
tion where a microhalo is crossing a periodic box of stars.
The box has a length of 50 pc and is filled with randomly
distributed stars with the density ρ = 0.04Mpc−3 and
the velocity dispersion σ = 50 km/s. This constellation
corresponds to the stellar field in the disk at the solar
radius [19]. For simplicity all the stars have the average
mass of 0.7 M. The microhalo which is crossing the box
at 200 km/s is set up by the halogen-code of Zemp et.
al. [21]. Corresponding to the results in [7] it has a mass
of 10−6M and the density profile
ρ(r) ∝ 1(
r
rs
)γ (
1 +
(
r
rs
)α) β−γα (6)
with α = 1, β = 3 and γ = 1.2, as well as a concentration
parameter of c = r200/rs = 1.6. The virial radius r200 is
defined with respect to the background density at z = 60,
the average formation redshift of a microhalo [4].
In our simulation we find that 50% of the microhalo
mass is unbound after 80 Myr of box-crossing (which
corresponds to about 40 perpendicular disk passages).
After 160 Myr (80 disk passages) even the central core
starts to disappear and more than 90% of the microhalo is
completely disrupted (see pictures in Table I). At latest
after 200 Myr (100 disk passsages) no bound structure is
left (see Fig 1). Our simulation gives therefore a slightly
shorter disruption time than the simplified analytical es-
timation of equation (5).
In order to determine what fraction of microhalos sur-
vive until the present day, we have to calculate orbital
statistics and the distribution of disk crossing times. This
can be established by tracing back the orbits of particles
in a galactic potential. We use the standard Milky Way
model with disk and halo particles set up by the Galac-
tICS code [22] and we select a sample of halo particles in
a small box around the position of the sun. The orbits
of these particles are followed backwards in time and we
find that the average number of disk crossings for these
particles is c = 80 with a standard deviation of σc = 43.
The average crossing radius is (not surprisingly) R = 8
kpc with σR = 4 kpc. The spread of disk crossing events
for different particles follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann dis-
tribution.
We use this disk crossing distribution combined with
the rate of mass loss determined from our numerical
study to calculate the survival statistics of microhalos in
the vicinity of the sun. Since the timescale for complete
disruption in our simulation is equivalent to the average
time a microhalo spends in the stellar disk, we conclude
that the average microhalo in the vicinity of the sun is
just about to be entirely destroyed at the present time
3TABLE I:Microhalo density map at t = 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100,
120, 140, 160 Myr (from the upper left to the lower right).
The boxlength of the images is 0.38 pc.
(see also [23]). At most five percent of its initial mass is
still in a bound core. However the spread in the num-
ber of disc crossings is relatively wide and a significant
fraction of microhalos should still have surviving cores.
Mass loss is nevertheless important: microhalos main-
taining more than 50% of their initial mass should be
rare. Figure 1 illustrates the mass loss, where the solid
curve shows the disruption of a typical microhalo with
80 disk crossings in 10 Gyr at the radius of the sun.
However, disk crossing is not the only source of dynam-
ical disruption. While orbiting the galaxy, a microhalo
is under the constant influence of the global Galactic po-
tential, and tidal forces will act so that the microhalo’s
structure becomes elongated and unbound particles will
form leading and trailing tidal streams. The detailed
impact of tidal streaming depends on the orbit of the mi-
crohalo and on the shape of the host potential. In our
simulations we use a disk potential that emerges from a
density distribution of the form
ρ(R, z) ∝ exp(−R/Rd)sech2(z/zd). (7)
Here R and z are the disk radius and the height respec-
tively, which we set to be Rd = 2.8 kpc, zd = 0.4 kpc.
The disk mass is Md = 4.5 · 1010M. In all our simula-
tions the orbit of the microhalo is chosen to be roughly
spherical with a distance of 7.9 kpc from the galactic
center.
We cannot model both heating due to stellar inter-
actions and tidal elongation at the same time since this
would require following the motion of 50 billion disk stars.
We therefore performed orbital simulations for three dif-
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FIG. 1: Ratio between bound and total mass of a microhalo
crossing a stellar field (solid line) and orbiting in a Milky
Way potential (dashed, dotted). The solid curve is stretched
in order to simulate the effect of disk crossing on an aver-
age microhalo with about 80 disk crossings. The dashed and
the dotted curve correspond to a microhalo that spent 0 Myr
respectively 80 Myr in the stellar field before orbiting around
the galactic potential. The dominant mass loss is coming from
stellar interaction until complete disrupted after about 12 Gyr.
ferent cases: an initially completely undisturbed micro-
halo, a microhalo that first crossed the stellar field for
80 Myr and has lost about 60 percent of its mass, and
a completely disrupted microhalo that spent more than
160 Myr in the stellar field.
The length of the tidal streams l due to the orbit-
ing process can be crudely estimated with the relation
l(t) ∼ σmht, where σmh is the velocity dispersion of the
initial microhalo. For the initially unperturbed microhalo
σmh ∼ 10−3 km/s, causing a stream length of roughly
l ∼ 10 pc after one Hubble time. For the initially com-
pletely disrupted microhalo σmh ∼ 10−2 km/s, and the
stream length is about l ∼ 100 pc after a Hubble time.
These length scales agree well with our simulations (i.e.
see Table II).
Orbiting in the galactic potential significantly reduces
the mass of the microhalo (see dashed and dotted lines in
Fig 1). However, the rate of tidal mass loss is suppressed
as the tidal radius is steadily reduced. The central cusp
of each dark matter microhalo has a very deep potential,
as a consequence there is always a bound core remaining,
even for a microhalo that has been heated in the stellar
field before orbiting.
Comparing the curves in Fig 1 leads to the conclusion
that disk crossing is the dominant disruption process and
the only one that can lead to complete distruction of
the microhalo. The step-like decrease of the curve is an
indication of very close encounters that play a mayor role
in the disruption process. Tidal stripping on the other
hand can also significantly reduce the mass but it never
completely distroys the microhalo because of its tightly
bound inner core.
4TABLE II: Streaming microhalo after 10 Gyr on a roughly
circular orbit around a Milky Way potential: The two images
on the top show the sheet-like streams from the top and from
the side (boxlength: 30 pc). The third image is a zoom in at
the centre where the still bound core is visible (boxlength: 2
pc). For these pictures we have used an initially non disrupted
microhalo with formation redshift 60.
Implications for Dark Matter Detection
In direct detection experiments the differential inter-
action rate is sensitive to the fine grained density and
the velocity distribution of dark matter particles on A.U.
scales [24, 25]. Substructures like microhalos can affect
the interaction rate if they are abundant enough to have
a substantial likelihood of existing in the solar neigh-
bourhood and if their density is at least the same order
of magnitude as the background dark matter density in
this region, ρbg ∼ 107Mkpc−3 (see for example [26]).
Equally important, the phase space for the energy de-
posits associated with dark matter events will not be that
appropriate for an isothermal halo if a single microhalo
were to dominate the density distribution in the solar
neighbourhood [13, 27].
Our results above suggest that none of these conditions
are generally achieved. In Figure 2 we plot the stream
densities of microhalos that crossed the stellar field for
0 Myr (solid line), 80 Myr (dotted line) and 160 Myr
(dashed-dotted line), before orbiting in the galactic po-
tential during 10 Gyr. The tidal streams of the initially
unperturbed halo (solid line) have an average density of
ρ ∼ 104Mkpc−3, which is already negligibly low com-
pared to the background. Only the very tiny core still
maintains its initial density of ρ ≈ 1011Mkpc−3. The
initially disrupted microhalo (dashed-dotted line) has no
more bound core. Its stream density is only at about
ρ ∼ 102−103Mkpc−3. The approach of first measuring
the stellar disruption and then looking at tidal effects un-
derestimates the stream density, since the microhalos get
most of their heat energy right at the beginning. There-
fore, the actual stream density of an average microhalo
should be somewhere between the solid and the dashed-
dotted line in Figure 2.
Since the stream densities are far below the value of
the local galactic density, only a surviving core existing
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FIG. 2: Stream densities of microhalos after an orbital time of
ten Gyr. Before orbiting the microhalos have spent a time of 0
Myr (solid), 80 Myr (dotted) and 160 Myr (dashed-dotted) in
the stellar field. There is still a visible bound core in the solid
and the dotted profile but no more in the dashed-dotted one.
The dashed line represents the density profile of a completely
undisrupted microhalo that spend no time on an orbit. The
horizontal gray line corresponds to the average dark matter
density around the sun.
in the region of the earth would any effect upon direct
detection. However, only about half of the microhalos
still have bound cores because of disk crossing, and tidal
effects further reduce the mass of the cores to less than
ten percent of their original value. We note that any sub-
structures orbiting primarily within the disk plane would
be quickly destroyed by stellar encounters.
The chance of being in such an overdense region can
then be optimistically estimated: An extrapolation of
the subhalo mass function leads to a microhalo number
density nmh of about 500 pc
−3 at the solar radius [7].
This number can be divided by two due to the disruption
processes stated above and again by two since microhalos
orbiting in the disk plane are completely disrupted. We
then end up with the approximation of nmh ∼ 100 pc−3
at the solar radius. Each microhalo has a volume of about
Vmh ∼ 10−9 pc3 and therefore there is a chance of about
0.0001% of being in such an overdense region.
The streams of particles stripped from microhalos are
coherent and long, thus it is appropriate to calculate
their volume filling factor. Since the stream density is
ρ ∼ 102 − 104Mkpc−3 we expect that our solar sys-
tem is criss-crossed with fb × (103 − 105) streams, where
fb ≈ 0.1 is the fraction of the local Galactic halo den-
sity that forms from substructures up to a solar mass.
Larger substructures may be completely disrupted at the
Sun’s position in the Galaxy due to global disk shocking
and tides [11]. The velocity dispersion within an average
stream due to heating by disk stars is σ ∼ 10−2 km/s.
Thus, the local density is determined by the superposi-
tion of a large number of independent streams, and the
overall velocity distribution at the solar radius should
be essentially Maxwellian, isotropic and smooth with no
5spiky structure, as we would assume for a smooth halo
model with no substructures. The signatures of streams
could be only be detected experimentally with over sev-
eral hundred events.
The case for indirect detection is somewhat differ-
ent from that described above. In indirect detection
experiments one tries to detect the annihilation prod-
ucts, such as gamma-rays, coming from the highest den-
sity dark matter regions, which is proportional to the
square of the dark matter density times the volume of
the region observed [28–31]. Consider a volume con-
taining on average one microhalo V ≈ 10−2 pc−3. The
luminosity due to the smooth background is therefore
Lbg ∝ V ρ2 = 10−6M2pc−3, whereas the luminosity of a
surviving microhalo core is
Lmh ∝ Vcoreρ2core ≈ 5× 10−7M2pc−3, (8)
where we have assumed a mean core density of
1010Mpc−3. Thus the net boost factor due to micro-
halos is about 1.5, and stays below the detection limits
of the FERMI experiment [32]. However this number
is highly uncertain since it depends on extrapolations of
both the substructure mass function and also on the mi-
crohalo internal density structure.
Finally, we consider the evolution of caustic sheets of
particles within the Galactic halo. In the absence of fine
grained heating, narrow sheets and folds will occupy re-
gions of phase space within all collapsing CDM struc-
tures. As structures merge hierarchically, these caustic
features become wrapped in phase space like a fine fab-
ric that has been crumpled into a ball, the phase space
density at any point being preserved. During the mat-
ter dominated epoch and before structure formation the
velocity dispersion of WIMPs is given by
σχ ∼ 10−10
(
100GeV
mχ
)1/2
(1 + z), (9)
where mχ is the mass of the WIMP [12]. Since the first
structures are collapsing at redshifts z ∼ 60, we obtain
a primordial velocity dispersion of σχ ∼ 2 cm/s. In the
outer halo these features will persist, but in the vicinity of
the sun heating by the disk stars will broaden the phase
space and physical space distribution.
Since the energy increase is proportional to time (see
equation (3)) we obtain a heating factor
∆σ = C
√
t ∼ 10−3
(
km
s
)√
t
Myr
, (10)
where C has been determined via our simulations. For
a microhalo on an average orbit we find an increase in
the velocity dispersion of ∆σ ∼ 12 m/s which is much
larger than the primordial velocity dispersion, effectively
smearing out all caustic overdensities in the vicinity of
the Galactic disk.
Conclusion
As the prospects for direct and indirect detection of
WIMP dark matter improve with the development of
new detectors, a renewed interest in the phase space
distribution of dark matter particles has arisen. It has
recently been shown that hierarchical clustering contin-
ues down to extremely small mass scales, so that most
dark matter currently in the halo of our galaxy may
have originated in microhalos with masses as small as
10−6M. Possibly dense surviving cores, tidal streams,
and caustic structures might leave phase space sparsely
populated, suggesting exciting new possibilities for novel
signatures that differ from the traditional experimental
assumption a smooth isothermal halo. However, our re-
sults imply that tidal effects and gravitational heating
effectively wipe out any such signatures for Earth based
detectors. Even though we find that a significant fraction
of microhalos still have a bound core today, these over-
dense regions are too small to be relevant for detection
experiments.
The disrupted material in the tidal streams is not dense
enough to affect the detection signal. On Earth, there are
about 7 · 108 dark matter particles per second streaming
through our bodies (assuming mχ ∼ 100 GeV), but they
originate from over 103 streams coming from disrupted
microhalos. The velocity dispersion in the streams is
heated up through stellar interaction from initially 10−3
km/s to 10−2 km/s and therefore we expect an essentially
smooth Maxwellian, with at most some spikes due to
microhalos with an unusual orbital history [33, 34].
To summarise, our results imply that limits obtained
on dark matter from detection experiments under the
conservative assumption of a smooth halo with nearly
Maxwellian density distribution remain valid, with a
prefactor depending only on the average local dark
matter density. The characteristic deviations from a
Maxwellian distribution predicted from numerical simu-
lations may be detected given sufficient detection statis-
tics [35, 36]. Substructure cores still persist in the vicinity
of the Sun to today, however the boost factor for indirect
detection even for these is likely to be relatively small.
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PAPER II: WDM STRUCTURE
FORMATION
In this second part of the thesis we are exploring the non linear structure formation
within a ΛWDM universe. Dark matter particles are called warm, if they have small
but non negligible velocity dispersion. From an astrophysical point of view such a
dark matter candidate is promising, since it changes the small scale picture of the
Universe, where CDM might have inconsistencies. The large scale behavior on the
other hand stays unchanged and reproduces the stringent CMB and galaxy survey
measurements.
The following manuscript compares the WDM halo model with numerical sim-
ulations. It analyzes the halo mass function, the bias, and the concentrations in
different WDM scenarios and implements the findings into the halo model. The re-
sulting prediction for the nonlinear power spectrum has a reduced error of about
5% and is now competitive with the fitting function of Viel et al. [40].
The paper has been published 2012 in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astro-
nomical Society [41].
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ABSTRACT
The dark energy dominated warm dark matter (WDM) model is a promising alterna-
tive cosmological scenario. We explore large-scale structure formation in this paradigm.
We do this in two different ways: with the halo model approach and with the help of an
ensemble of high resolution N -body simulations. Combining these quasi-independent
approaches, leads to a physical understanding of the important processes which shape
the formation of structures. We take a detailed look at the halo mass function, the
concentrations and the linear halo bias of WDM. In all cases we find interesting de-
viations with respect to CDM. In particular, the concentration-mass relation displays
a turnover for group scale dark matter haloes, for the case of WDM particles with
masses of the order mWDM ∼ 0.25keV. This may be interpreted as a hint for top-down
structure formation on small scales. We implement our results into the halo model and
find much better agreement with simulations. On small scales the WDM halo model
now performs as well as its CDM counterpart.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade the vacuum energy dominated cold
dark matter (hereafter ΛCDM) scenario, has emerged as a
standard model for cosmology. This owes largely to the com-
bination of information from galaxy clustering surveys such
as the 2dFGRS and SDSS with WMAP measurements of
the temperature anisotropies in the microwave background
(Cole et al. 2005; Tegmark et al. 2006; Komatsu et al. 2011).
However, the nature of the two dark components in the
ΛCDM model are still completely unknown and it is there-
fore important to keep exploring alternative models and test
their compatibility with observations.
In the ΛCDM model the dark matter is assumed to be
composed of heavy, cold thermal relic particles that decou-
pled from normal matter very early in the history of the Uni-
verse (Peebles 1982; Blumenthal et al. 1984; Kolb & Turner
1990; Jungman et al. 1996). Whilst there is a large body of
indirect astrophysical evidence that strongly supports CDM,
there are some hints that it has shortcomings. Firstly, CDM
galaxy haloes contain a huge number of subhaloes (Moore
et al. 1999; Diemand & Kuhlen 2008; Springel et al. 2008;
Stadel et al. 2009), while observations indicate that only
? Email: aurel@physik.uzh.ch
relatively few satellite galaxies exist around the Milky Way
and M31 (Moore et al. 1999; Klypin et al. 1999). Secondly,
the highest resolution halo simulations show that the slope
of the inner density profile decreases linearly at smaller radii
(Navarro et al. 1997; Moore et al. 1999; Diemand et al. 2004;
Springel et al. 2008; Stadel et al. 2009), whereas the den-
sity profiles inferred from galaxy rotation curves are signifi-
cantly shallower (Moore et al. 1999) (and for recent studies
see Swaters et al. 2003; Salucci et al. 2007; de Blok et al.
2008; Gentile et al. 2009, and references there in). Thirdly,
the observed number of dwarf galaxies in the voids appears
to be far smaller than expected from CDM (Peebles 2001;
Tikhonov et al. 2009; Peebles & Nusser 2010). Another ex-
ample is the excess in the prediction of dwarf galaxy con-
centrations (Lovell et al. 2011). Whilst, it has become clear
that some of these discrepancies might be resolved through
an improved understanding of galaxy formation, they have
led some to consider changes to the ΛCDM paradigm.
One possible solution might be warm dark matter
(WDM) (Bond & Szalay 1983; Bardeen et al. 1986; Bode
et al. 2001). In this scenario, the dark particle is consid-
ered to be lighter than its CDM counterpart, and so re-
mains relativistic longer and also retains a thermal velocity.
Since WDM particles are collisionless and decouple early,
they may ‘free-stream’ or diffuse out of perturbations whose
c© 2011 RAS
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size is smaller than the Jeans’ length1 in the radiation dom-
inated Universe (Kolb & Turner 1990). This free-streaming
of the WDM particles acts to damp structure formation on
small scales. Two potential candidates are the sterile neu-
trino (Dodelson & Widrow 1994; Shaposhnikov & Tkachev
2006), and the gravitino (Ellis et al. 1984; Moroi et al. 1993;
Kawasaki et al. 1997; Gorbunov et al. 2008), both of which
require extensions of the standard model of particle physics.
Recent observational constraints have suggested that
sterile neutrinos can not be the dark matter: the Lyman
alpha forest (Seljak et al. 2006; Boyarsky et al. 2009a)
and QSO lensing (Miranda & Maccio` 2007) bounds are
mνs > 8keV, whilst those from the X-ray background are
mνs < 4keV (Boyarsky et al. 2008)
2. However, a more re-
cent assessment has suggested that a better motivated parti-
cle physics model based on resonant production of the sterile
neutrino, may evade these constraints: the Lyman alpha for-
est bound is brought down to mνs >∼ 2keV and the X-ray
background is pushed to mνs < 50keV (for very low mixing
angles) (Boyarsky et al. 2009b). It therefore seems that ad-
ditional, independent methods for constraining the ΛWDM
scenario would be valuable.
In Markovic et al. (2010) and Smith & Markovic (2011),
it was proposed that the ΛWDM scenario could be tested
through weak lensing by large-scale structure. The advan-
tage of such a probe is that it is only sensitive to the total
mass distribution projected along the line of sight. However,
to obtain constraints on the WDM particle mass, an accu-
rate model for the nonlinear matter clustering is required.
In these papers, an approach based on the halo model was
developed. Accurate predictions from this model require: de-
tailed knowledge of the abundance of dark matter haloes,
their spatial large-scale bias, and their density profiles. In
these studies, it was assumed that the semi-analytic meth-
ods, which were developed for CDM, would also apply to
WDM.
In this paper we perform a series of very high resolu-
tion CDM and WDM N -body simulations with the specific
aim of exploring the halo model ingredients in the ΛWDM
scenario. Over the past decade, there have been a limited
number of numerical simulation studies of nonlinear struc-
ture formation in the WDM model (Colombi et al. 1996;
Moore et al. 1999; Col´ın et al. 2000; White & Croft 2000;
Avila-Reese et al. 2001; Bode et al. 2001; Bullock et al. 2002;
Zentner & Bullock 2003; Col´ın et al. 2008; Zavala et al. 2009;
Maccio` & Fontanot 2010; Lovell et al. 2011; Viel et al. 2011;
Dunstan et al. 2011). In most of these previous studies, con-
clusions have been drawn from object-by-object comparison
of a relatively small number of haloes simulated in boxes of
typical size L = 25h−1Mpc. In this work we are more inter-
ested in the overall impact that the WDM hypothesis has on
the statistical properties of large-scale structures. We there-
fore simulate boxes that are 10 times larger than have been
1 Although originally defined in the context of gas dynamics, the
Jeans length can be generalized to collisionless systems by replac-
ing the sound speed with the velocity dispersion. The reason for
this tight analogy lies in the linearized equation of perturbations,
which has the same structure for gas and collisionless fluids (see
Peebles 1982, for more details).
2 Lower bounds on the mass of a fully thermalized WDM particle
can be obtained using Eq. (6) (see Viel et al. 2005).
typically studied before, hence having roughly ∼ 1000 times
larger sampling volume. This means, that our conclusions
will have greater statistical weight, than those from previous
studies. Furthermore, our results should be less susceptible
to finite volume effects, which can lead to underestimates of
the nonlinear growth.
The paper is structured as follows: In §2 we provide a
brief overview of the salient features of linear theory struc-
ture formation in the WDM model and we review the halo
model approach. In §3 we describe the N -body simulations.
In §4 we explore the main ingredients of the halo model:
the halo mass function, bias and density profiles. In §5 we
compare the halo model predictions for the matter power
with our measurements from the simulations. Finally, in §6
we summarize our findings.
2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this section we summarize the linear theory for WDM
and the nonlinear halo model in this framework.
2.1 Linear theory evolution of WDM
The physics of the free-streaming or diffusion of collision-
less particles out of dark matter perturbations has been dis-
cussed in detail by Bond & Szalay (1983)3. An estimate for
the free-streaming length can be obtained, by computing
the comoving length scale that a particle may travel up un-
til matter-radiation equality (tEQ). At this point, the Jeans’
length drops dramatically and perturbations may collapse
under gravity. A simple formula for this is given by Kolb &
Turner (1990):
λfs =
∫ tEQ
0
v(t)dt
a(t)
≈
∫ tNR
0
cdt
a(t)
+
∫ tEQ
tNR
v(t)dt
a(t)
, (1)
where tNR is the epoch when the WDM particles become
non-relativistic, which occurs when TWDM < mWDMc
2/3kB,
where TWDM and mWDM are the characteristic temperature
and mass of the WDM particles. In the relativistic case, the
mean peculiar velocity of the particle is simply v(t) ∼ c. In
the non-relativistic regime its momentum simply redshifts
with the expansion: v ∝ a(t)−1. This leads to:
λfs ≈ rH(tNR)
[
1 +
1
2
log
tEQ
tNR
]
, (2)
where rH(tNR) is the comoving size of the horizon at tNR.
On inserting typical values for tNR we find the scaling:
λfs ≈ 0.4
(
mWDM
keV
)−4/3(ΩWDMh2
0.135
)1/3 [
h−1Mpc
]
.(3)
However, the real situation is more complex than this, since
fluctuations inside the horizon grow logarithmically dur-
ing radiation domination via the Meszaros effect and free-
streaming does not switch off immediately after tEQ. To un-
derstand the collisionless damping in more detail, one must
numerically solve the coupled Einstein-Boltzmann system
of equations for the various species of matter and radiation.
3 For some recent theoretical treatments of WDM, also see Boy-
anovsky (2010) and de Vega & Sanchez (2010, 2011)
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Several fitting formulae for the WDM density transfer func-
tion have been proposed (Bardeen et al. 1986; Bode et al.
2001) and here we adopt the formula in Viel et al. (2005):
TWDM(k) =
[
PWDMlin
PCDMlin
]1/2
=
[
1 + (αk)2µ
]−5/µ
, (4)
with µ = 1.12 as well as
α = 0.049
[
mWDM
keV
]−1.11 [ΩWDM
0.25
]0.11 [ h
0.7
]1.22
Mpc/h. (5)
Note that in the above we are assuming that the WDM
particle is fully thermalized. Following Viel et al. (2005),
the masses of sterile neutrino WDM particles mνs can be
obtained from mWDM through the formula:
mνs = 4.43keV
(
mWDM
1keV
)4/3 (wWDM
0.1225
)−1/3
. (6)
The characteristic length-scale α is related to the free-
streaming scale λfs, and we shall therefore make the def-
inition that α ≡ λefffs is an effective free-streaming length
scale. The length-scale λefffs can be used to introduce the
‘free-streaming’ mass scale:
Mfs =
4pi
3
ρ
(
λefffs
2
)3
, (7)
where ρ¯ is the background density of the universe. This mass
scale is important as it defines the scale below which initial
density perturbations are completely erased.
We can define yet another length scale: the ‘half-mode’
length scale λhm. This corresponds to the length scale at
which the amplitude of the WDM transfer function is re-
duced to 1/2. From Eq. (4) we find:
λhm = 2piλ
eff
fs
(
2µ/5 − 1
)−1/2µ ≈ 13.93λefffs . (8)
This length scale leads us to introduce another mass scale,
the half-mode mass scale:
Mhm =
4pi
3
ρ
(
λhm
2
)3
≈ 2.7× 103Mfs . (9)
This mass scale is where we expect the WDM to first affect
the properties of dark matter haloes. In passing, this partly
explains the claims made by Smith & Markovic (2011), that,
for instance, the mass function of haloes would be signifi-
cantly suppressed on mass scales M ∼ 100Mfs.
In Fig. 1 we show the relation between Mfs, Mhm and
the mass of the WDM particle candidate for our adopted
cosmological model. Three cases of relevance are apparent:
M > Mhm, and haloes form hierarchically through accreting
material; Mhm > M > Mfs and for these haloes the hierar-
chy may fail with low mass haloes forming at the same time
as higher mass haloes; finally Mfs > M no halo formation,
unless through the fragmentation of larger structures. While
the growth of overdensities is not affected above Mhm, it is
suppressed between Mfs and Mhm, and should simply not
take place below Mfs.
2.2 Nonlinear evolution of WDM: the halo model
Cosmological structure formation is a very complicated,
highly nonlinear process that requires numerical simulation
for a full understanding. However, the halo model approach
Figure 1. Free-streaming mass-scale (Mfs) and half-mode mass
scale (Mhm) as a function of the mass of the WDM particle
(mWDM). Haloes with masses M > Mhm, may form hierar-
chically (upper right solid blue region). For haloes with masses
Mhm > M > Mfs, hierarchical structure growth may fail (mid-
dle green region). For haloes with masses M < Mfs, these may
not form hierarchically since their initial peaks are completely
erased (lower right empty region). However it is possible that
such objects may emerge through fragmentation. The yellow dot-
dash line denotes the current mWDM allowed by the Lyman al-
pha forest (Boyarsky et al. 2009a) (note that we have rescaled
mνs → mWDM using Eq. (6)).
gives a simplified analytical description of structure for-
mation, which leads to surprisingly good results (Cooray
& Sheth 2002, and references therein). Recently, the halo
model has been adapted for the WDM cosmological model
by Smith & Markovic (2011) and we now summarize their
basic approach.
The main idea of the halo model in WDM is to separate
the density field into a halo component, adding up all bound
structure, and a smooth component, standing for all matter,
that has not collapsed due to free streaming. This is different
to the standard approach of the CDM halo model, where all
matter is supposed to be in bound structures.
Thus the WDM density field has the form,
ρ(x) = ρs(x) +
N∑
i=1
Miu(|x− xi|,Mi) , (10)
where ρs is the smooth part of the density field and
u(x,M) = ρh(x|M)/M is the mass normalized density pro-
file. The average densities of the smooth and the bound com-
ponents are then given by
〈ρ〉 = ρ = ρs + ρh, ρh = fρ , (11)
where f is the fraction of matter in bound objects. This can
be calculated by integrating over the halo mass function
weighted by halo mass:
f =
1
ρ
∫ ∞
0
d logMM
dn
d logM
, (12)
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where dn = n(M)dM is the abundance of WDM haloes of
mass M in the interval dM . The fraction f is equal to unity
in a perfectly hierarchical universe and drops below unity
as soon as the mass function is suppressed due to the free
streaming. In a WDM universe the amount of suppression
depends on the mass of the WDM particle.
The power spectrum P (k) is defined by the relation
〈δ(k)δ(k′)〉 ≡ (2pi)3δD(k + k′)P (k) , (13)
where δD is the three dimensional Dirac delta function
and δ(k) is the Fourier transform of the matter overden-
sity δ(x) ≡ (ρ(x) − ρ)/ρ. In terms of the different density
components, we can write:
δ(k) = fδh(k) + (1− f)δs(k), (14)
where δχ ≡ (ρχ − ρχ)/ρχ with χ ∈ {h, s}. The power spec-
trum of the halo model can now be determined by adding
up the power spectra of the different density components as
well as their cross terms, giving
P (k) = (1− f)2Pss(k) + 2(1− f)fPsh(k) + f2Phh(k) . (15)
The term Phh represents the power spectrum of matter
trapped in haloes, the term Pss designates the power spec-
trum of the smooth component and the term Psh denotes
the cross-power spectrum between haloes and the smooth
field.
The term Phh can be separated into one- and two-halo
terms, which describe the power coming from the same halo,
and the one coming from distinct haloes, respectively. It can
be expressed as:
Phh(k) = P
2h
hh (k) + P
1h
hh (k) ; (16)
P 2hhh (k) =
2∏
i=1
{∫ ∞
0
dMi
ρ¯h
Min(Mi)u(Mi)
}
×P chh(k|M1,M2), (17)
P 1hhh (k) =
1
ρ¯2h
∫ ∞
0
dMn(M)M2u2(k|M) , (18)
where u(k|M) is the Fourier transform of the mass normal-
ized density profile. In Eq. (17) we have introduced the power
spectrum of halo centers P hhc (k|M1,M2), which in general
is a complicated function of k and the halo masses M1 and
M2. However, if we neglect halo exclusion and assume linear
biasing with respect to the linear mass density, then we may
write this as,
P chh(k|M1,M2) ∼ b1(M1)b1(M2)Plin(k) . (19)
In this case, the function is separable and this consider-
ably simplifies the integrals in Eq. (17). This approximation
breaks down on small, nonlinear scales, but on these scales,
the two-halo term is sub-dominant. The error induced by
this approximation (19) is most apparent at quasi-linear
scales (k ∼ [0.1, 1.0]hMpc−1) and is <∼ 30%. It is possible to
lower this error to <∼ 5% by using higher order perturbation
theory techniques and by including halo exclusion (see for
example Smith et al. 2011). An easy but not fully consis-
tent way of reducing the error down to <∼ 10% is to do the
following replacement in Equation (19):
Plin(k)→ Phalofit(k)WTH(kR), R ' 2h−1Mpc, (20)
where WTH is the window function defined in §4.1 and
Figure 2. Linear power spectra as a function of wavenumber
in the CDM and WDM scenarios, at the initial redshift (z =
49) of the simulations. Top panel: absolute dimensionless power:
∆2 = k3P (k)/2pi2. The lines denote the linear power spectrum
where mWDM ∈ {∞, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0} keV. Points denote the power
spectra measured from the initial conditions of the N = 10243
simulations. Bottom panel: ratio of the initial WDM and CDM
power spectra. Points and lines unchanged.
Phalofit is the power spectrum calculated by the halofit
code (Smith et al. 2003).
The halo-smooth power spectrum is given by:
Psh(k) =
1
ρ¯h
∫
dMn(M)Mu(k|M)P chs(k|M) , (21)
where P chs(k|M) is the power spectrum of the halo centers
with respect to the smooth mass field. On assuming that the
smooth field and the halo density field are linearly biased
with respect to the linear density field, we are lead to the
relation:
P csh(k|M) ∼ bsb(M)Plin(k) , (22)
where bs is the linear bias of the smooth matter field defined
in §4.3. Finally, the smooth field auto-power spectrum is
given by
Pss(k) = b
2
sPlin(k) . (23)
In order to reduce the error we can again replace the linear
power spectrum in the Equations (22) and (23), following
the recipe of relation (20).
On combining these power spectra, weighted by the cor-
rect functions of their mass fractions, a` la Eq. (15), we find
the total halo model prediction for the nonlinear matter
power spectrum in the WDM model.
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Sim label mWDM [keV] Mfs [h
−1M] Mhm[h−1M] L [h−1Mpc] Npart mp [h−1M] lsoft[h−1kpc]
CDM-S 2563 7.57× 1010 20
CDM-M ∞ 0 0 256 5123 9.45× 109 10
CDM-L 10243 1.18× 109 5
WDM-1.25-S 2563 7.57× 1010 20
WDM-1.25-M 1.25 2.3× 106 6.3× 109 256 5123 9.45× 109 10
WDM-1.25-L 10243 1.18× 109 5
WDM-1.0-S 2563 7.57× 1010 20
WDM-1.0-M 1.0 4.9× 106 1.3× 1010 256 5123 9.45× 109 10
WDM-1.0-L 10243 1.18× 109 5
WDM-0.75-S 2563 7.57× 1010 20
WDM-0.75-M 0.75 1.3× 107 3.4× 1010 256 5123 9.45× 109 10
WDM-0.75-L 10243 1.18× 109 5
WDM-0.5-S 2563 7.57× 1010 20
WDM-0.5-M 0.5 4.9× 107 1.3× 1011 256 5123 9.45× 109 10
WDM-0.5-L 10243 1.18× 109 5
WDM-0.25-S 2563 7.57× 1010 20
WDM-0.25-M 0.25 5.0× 108 1.3× 1012 256 5123 9.45× 109 10
WDM-0.25-L 10243 1.18× 109 5
Table 1. WDM simulations. From left to right, columns are: simulation name (S=Small, M=Medium, L=Large); mass of WDM particle
(mWDM); free-streaming mass-scale (Mfs); half-mode mass-scale (Mhm); simulation box-size (L); number of particles (Npart); mass of
simulation particles (mp); comoving softening length (lsoft).
3 N-BODY SIMULATIONS OF WDM
In order to study nonlinear structure growth in the WDM
model, we have generated a suite of N -body simulations.
These were executed on the zBOX3 supercomputer at the
University of Zu¨rich. Each simulation was performed us-
ing PKDGRAV, a high order multipole tree-code with adaptive
time stepping (Stadel 2001).
The cosmological parameters of the base ΛCDM model
adopted, are consistent with the WMAP7 best-fit parame-
ters (Komatsu et al. 2011) and we take: the energy-density
parameters in matter, vacuum energy and baryons to be
Ωm = 0.2726, ΩΛ = 0.7274, Ωb = 0.046; the dimensionless
Hubble parameter to be h = 0.704; the primordial power
spectral index and present day normalization of fluctuations
to be ns = 0.963, and σ8 = 0.809.
The CDM transfer function was generated using the
code CAMB (Lewis et al. 2000). The linear power spectrum
for each WDM model was then obtained by multiplying the
linear CDM power spectrum by T 2WDM(k) from Eq. (4). Ini-
tial conditions for each WDM model were then generated
at redshift z = 49 using the serial version of the publicly
available 2LPT code (Scoccimarro 1998; Crocce et al. 2006).
In theory, we should also include a velocity dispersion due
to the fact that the particles still retain a relic thermal ve-
locity distribution. However, a quick calculation of the rms
dispersion velocity, showed that these effects should be of
marginal importance on scales >∼ 50h−1kpc at the initial
redshift, and of order >∼ 1h−1kpc at the present day for
mWDM > 0.25 [keV]. We therefore assume that their inclu-
sion will be a second order effect and so at this stage we
neglect them.
We generated initial conditions for a suite of simula-
tions, one with a CDM particle and five with WDM particle
masses mWDM ∈ {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25}keV. For all runs,
we set the box length L = 256h−1Mpc. This size is a com-
promise between choosing a box small enough to accurately
capture small-scale structure formation and large enough
to confidently follow the linear evolution of the box-scale
modes. This makes it possible for us to check agreement
with the linear theory and to measure linear bias.
Our simulations were also performed with three differ-
ent mass resolutions: N = {2563, 5123, 10243}. This enables
us to differentiate between genuine structures and spurious
structures, which can collapse out of the initial particle lat-
tice (cf. Wang & White 2007; Polisensky & Ricotti 2010).
Full details of the suite of simulations are summarized in
Table 1.
Dark matter haloes in the simulations were located us-
ing the Friends-of-Friends algorithm (Davis et al. 1985). We
used a modified version of the skid code, with the linking
length parameter set to the conventional value of b = 0.2.
Fig. 2 compares the initial linear theory power spectra
with the power spectra estimated from the initial conditions
of the N -body simulations, for the case N = 10243. These
results show that, at the initial time, the WDM linear theory
distribution of fluctuations has been correctly seeded. It also
shows a spike in the measured power spectrum at k = 8pi
which is a consequence of the initial particle distribution on
a grid.
Fig. 3 presents a pictorial view of the growth of structure
in a selection of the simulations. The left column shows the
density evolution in a slice through one of the CDM sim-
ulations. The central and right panels show the same but
for the case of WDM particles with mWDM = 1.0 keV and
mWDM = 0.25 keV. From top to bottom the panels show
results for z = 4.4, 1.1 and 0.
4 HALO MODEL INGREDIENTS IN THE
WDM SCENARIO
In this section we detail the halo model ingredients and show
how they change in the presence of our benchmark set of
WDM particle masses.
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Figure 3. Density maps from the N = 1024 simulations with a length of 50h−1Mpc and a depth of 2.5h−1Mpc. From top to bottom:
z = 4.4, z = 1.1 and z = 0. From left to right: CDM, WDM with mp = 1.0keV and WDM with mp = 0.25keV. Whilst the WDM effects
are barely discernible in the middle panels, they are very prominent in the right panels, where the voids are noticeably emptier than in
CDM.
4.1 Halo mass function
In CDM the halo mass function can be explored through
the excursion set formalism (Press & Schechter 1974; Bond
et al. 1991):
dn
d logM
= −1
2
ρ
M
f(ν)
d log σ2
d logM
. (24)
In the ellipsoidal collapse model of Sheth & Tormen (1999),
f(ν) is given by
f(ν) = A
√
2qν
pi
[
1 + (qν)−p
]
e−qν/2, ν =
δ2c (t)
σ2(M)
, (25)
with parameters: p = 0.3, q = 0.707 and with normalization
parameter A = 0.3222. The linear theory collapse threshold
is given by, δc(z) ≡ 1.686/D(z), where D(z) is the linear
theory growth function. The variance on mass scale M is,
σ2(M) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
PLin(k)W
2
TH(kR) , (26)
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Figure 4. Measured mass function of the WDM simulations with mp = 0.25 keV and three different resolutions. The measurements lie
below the Sheth-Tormen prediction, a well known result that is discussed in section 4. The upturn of the mass function due to artificial
haloes is visible in the simulations of high and medium resolution.
where WTH(y) ≡ 3 [sin y − y cos y] /y3 and where the mass
scale and radius of the filter function are related through
the relation: M = 4piR3ρ¯/3.
The main idea in the excursion set approach is that
there is a monotonic mapping between the linear and non-
linear density perturbations, averaged over a randomly se-
lected patch of points in the space. Further, the mapping
can be calculated using the spherical or ellipsoidal collapse
approaches. The density perturbation in the patch will col-
lapse to form a virialized object when the linearly extrapo-
lated density in the patch reaches a certain collapse thresh-
old. Despite the fact that this approach does not trace the
full complexity of nonlinear structure formation, the actual
predictions are in close agreement with measurements from
simulations. That is, at least for a CDM cosmology with well
calibrated values for the ellipsoidal parameters p and q and
a given halo finding algorithm. One important assumption,
which is implicit within this framework, is that structure
formation must proceed hierarchically.
In the WDM scenario, things are more complicated,
since structure formation may not always proceed hierar-
chically. As described in §2, we can identify three regimes of
interest: for M > Mhm, the variance of WDM fluctuations
becomes virtually indistinguishable from that for CDM, and
the excursion set approach should be valid; for M < Mfs
all primordial overdensities are erased through diffusion of
particles during the epoch of radiation domination and we
expect that no hierarchical halo formation will take place
on these mass scales. In between, where Mhm > M > Mfs,
the WDM overdensity field is suppressed, but there is still
some power left that may enable hierarchical collapse to take
place. It is not clear a priori, how the mass function behaves
on these scales and whether the extended Press-Schechter
approach remains valid. We now investigate this using our
simulations.
In Fig. 4 we show the z = 0 mass function of dark matter
haloes for the case of mWDM = 0.25keV. The figure demon-
strates the behaviour of the mass function as the simulation
resolution is increased from N = 2563, to 5123, to 10243
particles, denoted by the triangles, squares and circles, re-
spectively. We can now see the effect of artificial clumping
(cf. discussion in §3), which is manifest as the upturn of
the curves at the low mass end of the mass function. One
common approach to dealing with this artificial clumping is
to assume that the simulations can be trusted down to the
mass-scale just above the up-turn. We also find, in agree-
ment with Wang & White (2007), that this mass-scale in-
creases as N1/3, i.e. the inter-particle spacing. In order to
decrease the resolved mass by a factor of two, the particle
resolution has to go up by a factor of eight. This is one of the
main reasons why simulating WDM models is significantly
more challenging than simulating CDM models.
Fig. 4 also shows the prediction of the halo mass func-
tion for CDM and for this WDM model, from the ST mass
function. The figure clearly shows that the suppression of
the ST model is not sufficiently strong to describe the data.
In addition to this the ST mass function is diverging towards
small masses, while we expect a realistic mass function to
drop to zero at latest below the free streaming scale.
Fig. 5 compares the measurements of the WDM mass
functions from a selection of our highest resolution simula-
tions with the CDM case. We note that, whilst for the case
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Figure 5. Comparison between the Sheth-Tormen mass functions (black solid line for CDM, colored dashed lines for WDM) and
the measurements from the simulations (black circles for CDM, colored squares, triangles and crosses for WDM). The grey solid lines
correspond to the mass function fit of Eq. (27).
of CDM the ST model is in very good agreement with the
data, the WDM data all lie below the Sheth-Tormen predic-
tion. That is, at least in the mass range above the artificial
upturn of the mass function.
Currently, there is no theoretical model that can ex-
plain the discrepancy between the CDM and WDM mea-
surements. We shall leave this as an issue for future study.
However, it is possible to develop a fitting function that can
describe the simulation results to high accuracy. As first
noted in Smith & Markovic (2011), if one rescales the mass
variable by Mfs, or equivalently by Mhm (cf. §2), then the
mass functions for a wide variety of different values ofmWDM
all appear to fall upon the same locus4.
In Fig. 6 we show that this scaling also works surpris-
ingly well for the mass function measured from the simula-
tions. We therefore look to fitting the rescaled mass func-
tions. After trying various forms, we found that the function
nAWDM(M)
nSTWDM(M)
= (1 +Mhm/M)
−α , (27)
which has only one free parameter α = 0.6 was able to fit
all of our data with an rms error well below five percent.
4 We find that the locus of theory curves is much tighter than
was first noted in Smith & Markovic (2011). This owes to the
fact that, they adopted the free-streaming scale of Bardeen et al.
(1986); Zentner & Bullock (2003), but used the transfer function
of Viel et al. (2005) to generate the actual linear theory power
spectra. This slight mismatch led to a slight off-set, which as Fig. 6
shows, is removed when consistent definitions for Mfs and Mhm
are adopted.
Figure 6. Ratio between the WDM and CDM mass functions,
as a function of halo mass, scaled in units of the half-mode mass-
scale Mhm. The measurements from the N = 1024
3 suite of WDM
simulations are denoted by the point symbols. The dot-dashed
lines denote the predictions from the Sheth & Tormen (1999)
CDM mass function applied to WDM. The solid lines show the
results from the fitting formula of Eq. (27).
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Figure 7. Top panel: Comparison of halo bias in the CDM
and mWDM = 0.25keV WDM model, as a function of wave num-
ber. The open and solid points denote the results for CDM and
WDM, respectively. Circles, stars, triangles and squares denote
results for haloes with masses in the range: log10
(
M/[h−1M]
)
∈
{[12.0, 12.5], [12.5, 13.0], [13.0, 13.5][>13.5]} Lower panel: Ratio of
the bias in the WDM model with that for the CDM model.
For k > 0.1hMpc−1 we see a relative excess signal in the bias
of haloes with M > 1012h−1M in the WDM models. For
k < 0.1hMpc−1 the trends are unclear owing to sample vari-
ance.
Note that in the above, nSTWDM is the Sheth-Tormen model
evaluated for the WDM model in question. The resulting
mass functions are plotted as the grey solid lines in Fig. 5.
A slightly worse fit may be obtained by using the function,
nBWDM(M)
nCDM(M)
= (1 +Mhm/M)
−β , (28)
with β = 1.16 and this has the advantage that, one only
needs to evaluate the CDM mass function and rescale the
masses. We note that whilst this paper was being prepared,
a similar study was presented by Dunstan et al. (2011), who
showed that nBWDM provided a good description of their data
but with the slightly higher value β = 1.2.
Finally, we examined the evolution of the WDM mass-
functions up to z = 1 and found that Eq. (27) also provides a
good description of this data. The simplicity and generality
of the fitting function Eq. (27) is surprising and we think
that it will be a useful empirical formula.
4.2 Halo bias
We are also interested in understanding how the density
fields of dark matter haloes and matter are related in the
WDM framework. This relation is usually termed bias, and
if we assume that bias is local, deterministic, and linear,
then we may write:
δh(x|M) = b(M)δm(x) , (29)
where b(M) is the linear bias coefficient, which depends only
on the mass of the halo. On using the excursion set formal-
ism and the peak background split argument, one may ob-
tain a prediction for b(M) (Cole & Kaiser 1989; Mo & White
1996; Sheth & Tormen 1999):
bST(ν) = 1 +
qν − 1
δc(z)
+
2p
δc(z) [1 + (qν)p]
, (30)
where the parameters p and q are as in Eq. (25). As was
shown in Smith & Markovic (2011), if we apply this formula
to the case of WDM, then we would expect to see that for
M > Mhm the bias function is identical to that obtained for
CDM. However, for M < Mhm we expect to find that the
halo bias is increased relative to the CDM case. This occurs
due to the fact that ν tends towards a constant value for
M < Mhm and so b
ST becomes constant as well. We again
use the simulations to investigate these predictions.
In order to estimate the halo bias, we first sliced the
halo distribution into a set of equal number density mass
bins. Then, for each mass bin, we estimate the halo and
matter auto-power spectra P hh(k|M) and Pmm(k), respec-
tively. Our estimator for the bias at each k-mode and in
mass bin Mα, can be written:
bi(ki,Mα) ≡
√
P hh(ki|Mα)− 1/nh(Mα)
Pmm(ki)
, (31)
where nh(Mα) is the number density of haloes for the mass
bin α.
Fig. 7 compares the scale-dependence of the halo bias,
for several mass bins, and as a function of the wavemode, for
the case of CDM (open points) and for the mWDM = 0.25
keV WDM model (solid points). Note that here we actually
present bhm(k) ≡ P hm/Pmm, where P hm is defined by the
relation (2pi)3δD(k + k
′)P hm = 〈δh(k)δm(k′)〉. In examining
the ratio bWDM/bCDM, we see that there is increased bias in
the WDM case.
We then combine the estimates from each Fourier scale
using a standard inverse variance weighted estimator (see
e.g. Smith et al. 2007). Also, since, in this case, we are
mainly interested in determining the effective linear bias,
we only include modes with k < 0.1hMpc−1 (cf. Fig. 7).
Fig. 8 presents the linear bias measurements together with
the predictions from bST(M) for a selection of the simulated
WDM models. The four panels show the cases: CDM, top
left; mWDM = 1.0keV, top right; mWDM = 0.5keV, bottom
left; mWDM = 0.25keV, bottom right.
Considering the high mass haloes, we find that the bias
estimates for CDM and the WDM models appear to be in
reasonable agreement with one another. At lower masses,
however, there is a prominent increase in the bias for the
WDM models with the lightest particle masses. We have
found that, rather than a genuine effect due to WDM ini-
tial conditions, this boost appears to be a manifestation of
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Figure 8. Left panel: Linear halo bias for CDM (top left) and WDM (top right: 1.0 keV, bottom left: 0.5 keV and bottom right: 0.25
keV). The filled and empty dots are measurements from the simulations with N = 10243 and N = 5123, respectively. Error bars are
calculated with an inverse variance wieghted estimator (see Smith et al. 2007). The solid lines correspond to the Sheth-Tormen model
prediction of Eq. (30). The linear halo bias of CDM is shown as a black dotted line for comparison. Right panel: Ratios between the
WDM and the CDM linear halo bias for the N = 10243 runs. The error bars have been omitted for clarity.
the artificial halo clumping discussed in §3. This becomes
obvious by looking at the bottom-right plot in the panel
on the left of Fig. 8, where the upturn of the high resolu-
tion simulation (solid blue squares) is shifted with respect
to the upturn in the low resolution simulation (empty blue
squares). The mass scales of the upturn in the halo bias co-
incides with the upturn in the mass function (see Fig. 4).
Importantly, this means that the halo-halo power spectrum
is strongly contaminated by the spurious haloes, even on
scales that are considered to be linear. To some extent this
is not so surprising, given that below a certain mass scale
we are dominated by spurious clumps.
In general, when considering masses above the mini-
mum mass-scale that we trust, rather than an excess bias
with respect to bST, we see that the estimates appear to lie
slightly below the theoretical prediction at low masses. This
has been observed in the CDM framework by Tinker et al.
(2010), and it seems to be the case for both our CDM and
WDM simulations. However, for the case of mWDM = 0.25,
we do note that, just above the non-physical upturn, there
is a sign that bias in the WDM simulations is larger than in
the CDM case. This trend is in qualitative agreement with
the Sheth-Tormen prediction for WDM. However, the effect
is small and of the order of the error bars and one would
need both larger volume and higher resolution simulations
to robustly confirm this.
4.3 Anti-bias of the smooth component
We also require the density field of the smooth matter. As
for the case of the halo bias, if we assume that this is a
linear, deterministic function of the matter density, then we
may write the simple expression:
δs(x) = bsδ(x) , (32)
where bs is the smooth bias parameter. As shown in Smith
& Markovic (2011), this can be calculated using a mass con-
servation argument, and one finds:
bs =
1
1− f
[
1− 1
ρ¯
∫
dMMn(M)b1(M)
]
6 1 (33)
Unlike the halo bias, which is mass dependent, the linear bias
of the smooth component stays constant over all scales. In
consequence, the smooth component of the power spectrum
is directly proportional to the linear matter power spectrum.
We shall leave it for future study to establish the veracity
of this expression.
4.4 Density profiles
Over the years, extensive numerical work has shown that,
for the case of the CDM model, the density profiles of dark
matter haloes are reasonably well characterized by the NFW
profile (Navarro et al. 1997; Moore et al. 1999; Diemand
et al. 2004; Springel et al. 2008; Stadel et al. 2009). This has
the universal form:
ρ(r)
ρ¯
=
δs
y(1 + y)2
; y ≡ r
rs
, (34)
where the two parameters δs and rs represent a characteristic
overdensity and scale radius. The mass of each halo can be
determined by simply summing up the number of particles
in a given object and multiplying by the particle mass. We
can connect this to the virial radius through the relation:
Mvir =
4pi
3
ρ¯∆virr
3
vir, (35)
where rvir and ∆vir are the virial radius and overdensity,
respectively. The value of ∆vir is typically chosen to de-
note the overdensity for virialization, and here we adopt the
value ∆vir = 200 (e.g. see Sheth & Tormen 1999). However,
the halo mass Mvir can also be obtained by integrating the
density profile up to rvir, which gives
Mvir = 4piρ¯δsr
3
s [log(1 + cvir)− cvir/(1 + cvir)] , (36)
where we have introduced the concentration parameter, de-
fined as cvir ≡ rvir/rs. On equating Eqs (35) and (36) we
find that
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Figure 9. Measurement of the halo profiles for CDM (black) and WDM (blue: 0.25 keV, green: 0.5 keV, red: 1.0 keV) for different halo
masses. The profiles of each mass bin are coming from a randomly chosen halo, which is identified in the CDM and all WDM simulations.
δs =
c3∆vir/3
[log(1 + cvir)− cvir/(1 + cvir)] . (37)
This means that the original parameters {δs, rs} of the
NFW profile can be replaced by {Mvir, cvir}. Thus, given a
simulated halo of mass Mvir, the model has one free param-
eter, the concentration parameter c(M)
Fig. 9 shows the density profiles of several randomly
chosen haloes of different masses, for the case of CDM
(black connected points). We have matched these objects
with their counterpart haloes in the our standard set of
WDM models and their profiles are also plotted (coloured
connected points). While these profiles, on this logarithmic
plot, all appear virtually indistinguishable for high masses,
there does appear to be a net flattening off in the inner ra-
dius for the galaxy mass haloes in the WDM model with
mWDM = 0.25keV. One important point that can not be
easily gleaned from the figure, is that there is an overall re-
duction in the masses of all the smaller haloes. As we will
see, this will have important consequences when we charac-
terize the c(M) relation in the next section.
Earlier work on this topic by Moore et al. (1999) found
that there was almost no perceptible difference between
CDM haloes and haloes that formed from CDM initial con-
ditions that had no small scale power below a certain scale.
Subsequent work by Avila-Reese et al. (2001) and Col´ın
et al. (2008), with a more careful treatment of the WDM
transfer function, have shown more significant differences.
However, in this case they were exploring models that were
closer to HDM than WDM. We therefore conclude that our
results are broadly consistent with all of these findings.
One further point, is that for this small sample, we
see no visible signs of the formation of a constant density
core. This is in agreement with work Villaescusa-Navarro
& Dalal (2011). Adding thermal velocities into the simula-
tions could in principle lead to the formation of a constant
density core through the Tremaine & Gunn (1979) limit on
the fine grained phase space. However, the thermal veloci-
ties of WDM cool down with the expansion of space and are
already very small during the epoch of structure formation.
Thus, if cores are induced, we expect that they will lie below
the resolution limit of our simulations (see Kuzio de Naray
et al. 2010, for more discussion of this).
In summary, NFW profiles remain a valid approxima-
tion for density profiles in our WDM simulations, given our
spatial resolution and choice of mWDM.
4.5 Concentration-mass relation
As shown in the previous section the NFW model can be
fully characterized by specifying the concentration mass re-
lation. We now explore this for the case of WDM.
In the CDM model, cvir has been shown to be a mono-
tonically decreasing function of Mvir (Navarro et al. 1997;
Bullock et al. 2001; Maccio` et al. 2007, 2008; Neto et al. 2007;
Prada et al. 2011). One explanation for this, is that owing to
the fact that haloes of different mass form at different times,
they are therefore exposed to different background densities
at collapse and this influences the final core overdensity. A
denser background during collapse leads to generally higher
concentrations. These ideas were encapsulated into a simple
model for halo concentration by Bullock et al. (2001):
cvir = K(zc + 1)/(z + 1) , (38)
where zc is the redshift of collapse. This can be obtained by
solving the relation σ(M∗, z) = 1.686, where M∗ ≡ FMvir,
is defined to be a constant fraction of the virial mass. The
two constants K and F must be calibrated using numerical
simulations, and for our CDM simulations we found that
K = 3.4 and F = 0.001 provided a good fit to the data.
However, we note that the above arguments are only quali-
tatively correct, since, as first pointed out by Bullock et al.
(2001), there is a large scatter between cvir and Mvir. This
can, in part, be traced to the varying accretion histories and
large-scale environments of different haloes of the same final
mass.
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Figure 10. Concentration to mass relation for CDM (top left) and for WDM with m = 1 keV (top right), m = 0.5 keV (bottom left)
and m = 0.25 keV (bottom right). The colored symbols denote the median concentrations, while the dashed lines correspond to the
Bullock model with F = 0.001 and K = 3.4. For comparison the Bullock model for CDM has been added to the WDM plots in form of
a black dotted line. The gray lines are the 1-σ contours.
Turning to the WDM case, if we directly apply the Bul-
lock model, but using the WDM linear power spectrum, then
we find a suppression and a flattening of halo concentra-
tions for masses M < Mhm. Similar to the mass function,
this arises due to the fact that σ(M) saturates to a constant
value for masses approaching Mfs. We have tested these pre-
dictions, by estimating the concentration parameters for all
relaxed haloes in our CDM and WDM simulations that con-
tain more than N = 500 particles (for full details of the
method that we employ see Maccio` et al. 2007, 2008).
Fig. 10 shows the measured halo concentrations as a
function of mass for a selection of the highest resolution
CDM and WDM simulations. The gray solid lines corre-
spond to the 1-σ contours of the measurements, indicating a
considerable spread in the concentration-mass relation. The
large solid symbols denote the median, with the errors be-
ing computed on the mean, i.e. we use σ/
√
Ni, where Ni
are the number of haloes in the ith mass bin. The dashed
lines denote the predictions from the Bullock model. For
the CDM case it works reasonably well, especially with our
modified parameters {K,F}. However, the model shows the
wrong qualitative behavior for the WDM scenario: whilst
the curve for the Bullock model always flattens out towards
low masses, we see that for the cases of the lighter WDM
particles, there is a turnover in the relation. This turnover
in the cvir–M relation at low masses is important, as it in-
dicates the end of hierarchical collapse and the emergence
of a period of top-down structure formation. As a test of
these results we performed additional WDM runs with the
Gadget-2 gravity code (Springel 2008) and we observe the
same turnover in this independent set of simulations.
In order to model the cvir–M relation for WDM, we
shall adapt the Bullock model. As in the case of the mass
function, we do this by introducing a correction function
described by the relation:
cWDM(M)
cCDM(M)
=
(
1 + γ1
Mhm
M
)−γ2
, (39)
where we have again rescaled the halo mass by Mhm. Least-
squares optimization of the free-parameters gives: γ1 = 15
and γ2 = 0.3.
In Fig. 11 we compare the fitting function (gray solid
lines) with the results from the simulations. The paramet-
ric relation describes the cWDM–M relation with a precision
of better than 10% (the fit appears less satisfying for the
case mWDM = 0.5keV, but only for the lower mass bins).
Interestingly, the value γ1 ∼ 10, informs us that the c(M)
relation is sensitive to the presence of WDM for mass scales
one order of magnitude larger than for the mass function.
As we will see in the next section, this will be important for
modeling the nonlinear power spectrum on small scales.
5 NONLINEAR POWER SPECTRUM
5.1 Comparison with existing models
In Fig. 12 we show the nonlinear matter power spectra esti-
mated from our highest resolution CDM and WDM simula-
tions. One can see that for k 6 1hMpc−1, there appears to
be no obvious difference between the CDM and WDM mod-
els under consideration. This is in stark contrast with the
initial linear theory power spectra (cf. Fig. 2), which show
considerable damping for the same scales. Clearly nonlin-
ear evolution has regenerated a high-k tail to the power
spectrum (cf. White & Croft 2000). At higher wavenumbers
k > 1hMpc−1, the situation is more interesting, and we see
that the measured WDM power spectra are suppressed with
respect to the CDM spectrum. The bottom panel of Fig. 13
quantifies this suppression in greater detail. Here we see that
at k ∼ 10hMpc−1 there is a 20% suppression in power for
the case of mWDM = 0.25keV and this drops to ∼ 2% for
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Figure 11. Same as Fig. 10 but measurements are superimposed
on one another and without error bars. The additional gray lines
illustrate the fitting function from Eq. (39).
the case mWDM = 1keV. The small difference between CDM
and WDM at large scales (k <∼ 1) is coming from a shift in
the amplitude of the linear power spectrum, fixed with the
same σ8.
We now explore whether the halo model approach, de-
scribed in §2.2, can accurately reproduce our results for the
WDM power spectra. In the original WDM halo model cal-
culation of Smith & Markovic (2011), all of the model in-
gredients (mass function, density profiles and halo bias re-
lation), were obtained by assuming that the CDM relations
also applied to the WDM case, provided one computes them
using the appropriate linear power spectrum. The results of
this approach are presented in Figs 12 and 13 as the coloured
line styles.
In Fig. 13 we see that the halo model of Smith &
Markovic (2011) under-predicts the WDM power spectra by
roughly ∼ 10%. This is reasonably good, considering the as-
sumptions that went into the model. This discrepancy was
also noted in the study of Viel et al. (2011). In the bot-
tom panel of Fig. 13 we have also compared our nonlinear
power spectra with the predictions from the fitting formula
presented in Viel et al. (2011). For scales k < 10hMpc−1
we find that this fitting function provides an excellent de-
scription of our data. However, for k > 10hMpc−1 we find
discrepancies, especially for the case mWDM = 0.25keV.
Whether this is a genuine failing of the fitting formula is
not clear, since this scale coincides with ∼ kNy/2, where
kNy = piNgrid/L is the Nyquist frequency and we have used
Ngrid = 2048.
In summary, we find that the original halo model overes-
timates the suppression of power due to WDM. This is not
too surprising, since we have seen in the previous section
that the original approximations for the halo mass function
and concentrations turn out to be insufficient descriptions
of the simulation data.
Figure 12. Nonlinear power spectra from the simulations (dots)
and from the original halo model (lines), developed by Smith &
Markovic (2011). Black corresponds to CDM and color to WDM
(red: 1 keV, green: 0.5 keV, blue: 0.25 keV). The vertical gray
dots indicate half the Nyquist frequency.
Figure 13. Top panel: Ratio of the simulated matter power spec-
tra with respect to the halo model predictions as a function of
wavenumber. Different coloured symbols denote the CDM and a
selection of the WDM models. Bottom panel: Ratio of the WDM
and CDM power spectra as a function of wavenumber. Points de-
note the results from the ratios of simulation data; lines denote
the halo model results. The gray solid lines correspond the fitting
function from Viel et al. (2011).
5.2 Towards an improved WDM halo model
We now explore whether the halo model predictions can be
improved by employing our better fitting functions for n(M)
and ρ(r|M). Before making a final prediction for P (k), we
first examine how each modification affects the predictions
individually.
If we implement our correction for the WDM mass func-
tion in the P (k) predictions, then, since the abundance of
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Figure 14. Ratio between modified versions of the halo model
and the original version from Smith & Markovic (2011). The black
solid line corresponds to CDM and the colored lines to WDM (red
dotted: 1 keV, green dashed-dotted: 0.5 keV and blue dashed; 0.25
keV). Top panel: only modification of the mass function. Middle
panel: only modification of the concentration-mass relation. Bot-
tom panel: modification of mass function and concentration-mass
relation.
small haloes is additionally suppressed with respect to the
predictions of nST for WDM, we should expect that there
is an even stronger suppression in P (k). This conjecture is
confirmed in the top panel of Fig. 14, which presents the
ratio between the halo model with our modified mass func-
tion and the original one. We clearly see that the ratio al-
ways remains below unity. Somewhat surprisingly, we also
note that a ∼ 50% change in the abundance of 1012h−1M
haloes, leads to a relatively small change, <∼ 10%, in the
power spectrum at k <∼ 10hMpc−1.
Next, if we instead implement our improved cvir(M)
relation, then we find that this has a more significant impact
on the spectra. The central panel of Fig. 14 shows the ratio
between the halo model with the modified concentrations
and the original one. We find that the suppression of the
halo concentrations leads to a ∼ 50% boost in the power for
k ∼ 40hMpc−1.
The lower panel of Fig. 14 shows the combined behavior
of both corrections. The ratio between the fully modified
halo model and the original one remains larger than unity.
Thus, combination of the modified n(M) and c(M), leads to
halo model predictions that have relatively more small-scale
power.
Finally, in Fig. 15 we present the comparison between
our improved halo model and the nonlinear power spec-
tra from the simulations. The top panel presents the ra-
tios between the simulation data and the halo model predic-
tions. The bottom panel shows the ratios of the WDM and
CDM results for both the simulations and our modified halo
model. Considering k >∼ 3hMpc−1, whilst our modified halo
model still has some problems predicting the overall abso-
Figure 15. Nonlinear power spectra from the simulations (dots)
and from the fully corrected halo model (lines), including the fits
for the mass function and the concentrations. The labeling is the
same than in Fig. 12. The error of the halo model compared to the
simulations has dropped below 10 percent (top pannel), the error
on the ratio between WDM and CDM has dropped well below 5
percent (bottom pannel).
lute value of P (k), the relative changes between the WDM
models and CDM are almost exactly predicted, they being
accurate to better than ∼ 2% down to k ∼ 10hMpc−1. For
scales beyond k >∼ 10hMpc−1 we see that the halo model
also matches the simulations very well. However, again we
note that these scales are beyond kNy/2 and so one might
worry about aliasing effects. For k <∼ 3 the error is below
about 5%, this scales are however suffering from the diffi-
culties in calculating P chh, descirbed in §2.2.
In summary, we conclude that our modified halo model
is able to reproduce nonlinear WDM power spectra with the
same accuracy as can currently be achieved for CDM.
6 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have explored nonlinear structure for-
mation in the WDM cosmological model, through a large
suite of cosmological N -body simulations and through the
halo model. The study was done for a set of fully ther-
malized WDM models with particle masses in the set
m = {0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25}keV. These masses range from
purely pedagogical models, towards more realistic scenarios
for the dark particle.
For the simulations we chose a box size
L = 256h−1Mpc, which was small enough to resolve
both the small scales, where WDM effects play an im-
portant role, and the large scales, which are required for
correct linear evolution of the box-modes. All models were
simulated with N = {2563, 5123, 10243} particles. This was
done in order to disentangle physical effects from numerical
ones.
In the original halo model calculation for WDM by
Smith & Markovic (2011), it was shown that in order to
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make robust predictions, one requires good understanding of
dark matter halo profiles, the mass function and halo bias.
In this work we performed a detailed study of all of these
ingredients. Our findings can be summarized as follows:
(i) Mass function: Below a certain scale, the WDM mass
function is suppressed with respect to CDM. This suppres-
sion is considerably stronger than that obtained by simply
applying the Sheth-Tormen approach together with the lin-
ear power spectrum of WDM. In agreement with Smith &
Markovic (2011), we found that the mass functions for the
different WDM models could be transformed into a single
locus of points. This was achieved by taking the ratio of the
WDM mass function with that for CDM, and then rescaling
the masses by Mhm (or equivalently Mfs). We used a fitting
function similar to that proposed in Dunstan et al. (2011) to
link the Sheth-Tormen mass function to the measured one.
The fitting function, which has only one free parameter, was
able to reproduce all of the data with an accuracy of a few
percent. We also found a strong boost in the mass function
at very small mass scales. We showed that this was consis-
tent with artificial halo formation around the initial particle
lattice (cf. Wang & White 2007).
(ii) Halo bias: We measured the linear halo bias, using
the four largest modes in our simulations. For smaller mass
haloes, we found a small enhancement of the bias in WDM
simulations, which was qualitatively consistent with the pre-
dictions of Smith & Markovic (2011). However, owing to the
simulation box being too small, we were unable to quantify
this more robustly. At very small masses we found a promi-
nent boost in the bias. We found that this was again a sign
of artificial halo formation.
(iii) Density profiles: In the CDM model, the density pro-
files of dark matter haloes can be characterized by an NFW
profile, with a monotonically decreasing concentration-mass
relation. In the WDM scenario, we have shown that the
NFW profile remains valid for the models and resolution
limits of our simulations, and we saw no evidence for
a central density core. A simple adaption of the CDM
concentration-mass relation, would suggest a strong flatten-
ing towards small masses. Whilst, we found such a flatten-
ing, the measurements in fact revealed a turnover towards
smaller masses. This somewhat surprising result may be in-
terpreted as a sign of top-down structure formation. We
modelled the mean relation by adapting a fitting formula
similar to that for the mass function. Our fit to the c(M)
data was good to an accuracy of ∼ 10%. Interestingly, we
found that the deviations from CDM in the WDM model,
appear in the c(M) relation for halo masses one order of
magnitude larger than for the mass function.
After analyzing these ingredients in detail and develop-
ing new fitting functions for them, we were able to improve
the small-scale performance of the WDM halo model. We
found that for k >∼ 3hMpc−1, we could predict the absolute
amplitude of the power spectrum to better than ∼ 10%.
However, we were able to predict the ratio of the WDM to
CDM spectra, at better than <∼ 2%. This was competitive
with the latest fitting formulae (Viel et al. 2011).
One of the many advantages of the halo model based
approach, is that we may more confidently extrapolate our
power spectra predictions to smaller scales than can be done
from a fitting formula, since the model is built on physical
quantities. Furthermore, we may also use the model to study
the clustering of galaxies (Zehavi et al. 2005). It is hoped
that this may lead to a method for constraining WDM mod-
els from galaxy clustering studies. Lastly, one further issue
for future study, is to establish a better theoretical under-
standing of what shapes the mass function and halo con-
centrations in WDM. In particular, in finding the turnover
in the concentration mass relation, have we really seen the
reversal of bottom-up structure formation. This promises to
be an interesting future challenge.
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PAPER III: STABILITY OF
TIDAL STREAMS
In the last part of the thesis we are exploring the gravitational collapse within a
cylindrical dark matter distribution. The evolution of linear perturbations in an
infinitely long cylinder is qualitatively different from the case of a homogeneous
distribution, and peculiar characteristics of structure formation such as the Jeans
criterion, the linear growing modes, and nonlinear collapse have to be worked out
independently.
The following manuscript is focused on the gravitational stability of tidal streams,
emerging from dark matter substructures on an orbit around a galaxy. The model
of a cylindrical distribution is thereby used to show that tidal streams do not self
gravitate because their internal velocity dispersion is too high and because they are
expanding with time. The modes of perturbation are either oscillating or they are
freezing out after an unsubstantial period of growth.
The paper has been published 2011 in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astro-
nomical Society [42].
Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 000, 1–9 (2011) Printed 24 June 2011 (MN LATEX style file v2.2)
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ABSTRACT
We explore the stability of tidal streams to perturbations, motivated by recent claims
that the clumpy structure of the stellar streams surrounding the globular cluster Palo-
mar 5 are the result of gravitational instability. We calculate the Jeans length of tidal
streams by treating them as a thin expanding cylinder of collisionless matter. We also
find a general relation between the density and the velocity dispersion inside a stream,
which is used to determine the longitudinal Jeans criterion. Our analytic results are
checked by following the time evolution of the phase space density within streams
using numerical simulations. We conclude that tidal streams within our galactic halo
are stable on all length scales and over all timescales.
Key words: galaxies: kinematics and dynamics - galaxies: star clusters - methods:
analytical
1 INTRODUCTION
Tidal streams are a widespread phenomenon in astrophysics,
emerging from star clusters (Grillmair, Freeman, Irwin &
Quinn 1995), dark matter subhalos (Diemand, Kuhlen,
Madau, Zemp, Moore, Potter & Stadel 2008) or satellites of
galaxies (Ibata, Gilmore & Irwin 1994). It is present on all
scales from galaxy clusters (Calcneo-Roldan, Moore, Bland-
Hawthorn, Malin & Sadler 2000) down to the the very small-
est dark matter substructures (Schneider, Krauss & Moore
2010). The gravitationally unbound material forms spectac-
ular long streams that trace the past and future orbit of the
host system.
A wide class of tidal streams can be treated as colli-
sionless systems, since they are dominated by stars or dark
matter particles - the local relaxation time within the stream
is much longer than the age of the Universe. Some streams
contain gaseous material and are much more complicated to
understand. For example, the oldest example of a ’stream’ is
the spectacular Magellanic HI stream, trailing well over 100
degrees behind the Magellanic Clouds. Initially modelled as
a tidal mass loss feature from the Large Magellanic Clouds
(Lin & Lynden-Bell (1977)), an alternative explanation is
that it resulted from a more complex gravitational inter-
action between the Large and the Small Magellanic Cloud
prior to their infall in the Milky Way potential (Besla, Kalli-
vayalil, Hernquist, van der Marel, Cox & Kere 2010). How-
ever, it may also be the case that this feature is purely hy-
drodynamical in origin since it contains no stars (Moore &
Davis 1994).
Galaxy mergers often create spectacular tidal tails that
are somewhat different from the streams we consider in
this paper. These streams are rapidly and violently created
and they can contain dwarf galaxies aligned along the tails.
Barnes & Hernquist (1992) carried out simulations of galaxy
mergers and found collapsed objects populating the stellar
tails. Therefore they proposed collisionless collapse as the
creation mechanism of tidal dwarf galaxies. However, Wet-
zstein, Naab & Burkert (2007) identified these collapsed ob-
jects as numerical artefacts due to insufficient resolution.
They rather found that it’s the gaseous part of the streams
that triggers the collapse which leads to tidal dwarf galaxies.
The dynamics of tidal streams from star clusters and
dwarf galaxies in our own halo have been extensively studied
to constrain the mass and shape of the Galactic potential
(Johnston, Zhao, Spergel & Hernquist 1999; Law, Majew-
ski & Johnston 2009), alternative gravity models (Read &
Moore 2005) as well as the orbital history of the satellites
(Kallivayalil, van der Marel & Alcock 2006; Lux, Read &
Lake 2010). However, the detailed evolution of the internal
phase space structure of streams has received less attention
(Helmi & White 1999; Eyre & Binney 2010).
Simulations, as well as observational data, show vari-
ations in the width and the internal structure of tidal
streams. Likewise the density along a stream can vary con-
siderably, the most prominent example being the symmet-
ric streams originating from the globular cluster Palomar 5
with its equally spaced density clumps (Odenkirchen et al.
2001; Odenkirchen, Grebel, Dehnen, Rix & Cudworth 2002).
There are different explanations for these clumps such as
disc shocking (Dehnen, Odenkirchen, Grebel, & Rix 2004),
effects due to the dark matter substructures (Mayer, Moore,
c© 2011 RAS
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Quinn & Governato 2002; Yoon, Johnston & Hogg 2010) or
epicyclic motions in the stellar orbits (Ku¨pper, MacLeod &
Heggie 2008; Just, Berczik, Petrov & Ernst 2009).
Another interpretation was given recently by Quillen
and Comparetta (Quillen & Comparetta 2010; Comparetta
& Quillen 2010), who argued that clumps in streams are the
result of longitudinal Jeans instabilities. In their model they
describe a tidal stream as an extended static cylinder of stars
and they use the results of Fridman & Polyachenko (1984),
that infinitely extended cylinders are gravitationally unsta-
ble. With an estimated relation for the velocity dispersion
and the linear density in the stream, Quillen & Comparetta
find a longitudinal Jeans length of several times the stream
width. Comparing their results to the observations of Palo-
mar 5, they find agreement between the distance between
clumps in the streams and their fastest growing mode of the
gravitational instability.
However, their model of a static cylinder does not take
into account the expansion that happens due to the diﬄu-
ence of the stars in the stream. Once in the stream the stars
are no longer bound to the cluster, their intrinsic disper-
sion causes the stream to grow along the orbital direction.
Escaping stars also have an intrinsic dispersion, related to
the dispersion in the outer cluster region. Another way of
understanding the expansion is by considering the veloc-
ity difference between the substructure and the outflowing
stars, which depends on the tidal radius. Since the tidal ra-
dius is shrinking with time, stars that leave the cluster at
later times are slower than stars that left before and this
leads to the expansion of the stream. In reality the situation
is even more complicated. The stream length is actually os-
cillating during one orbit, being stretched at pericenter and
compressed at apocenter. The linear expansion only acts
on average over several orbital periods. Therefore for short
timescales, the periodic oscillating effect must be taken into
account.
This paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we con-
struct a simplified model for a tidal stream and we find a
relation between the stream density and its velocity disper-
sion. Sections 3 and 4 are dedicated to the study of the
stream stability, where we first derive the linearised equa-
tion of perturbations and then look at the one dimensional
collapse along the stream direction. In section 5 we take a
critical look at our model by comparing with the detailed
dynamics of streams using N-body simulations. The orbital
oscillation of the stream length and its influence on collapse
are considered. Finally we give our conclusions in section 6.
2 MODELLING A TIDAL STREAM
The general case of a streaming cluster is a problem of many
particle dynamics that can be solved self-consistently with
simulations. Analytical statements can be made by consid-
ering a model with simplifying assumptions. Thereby one
has to be careful to avoid over-simplification. We model a
tidal stream as a self gravitating cylinder of collisionless mat-
ter with an expansion in the direction of the cylinder axis.
For the cluster as well as for the host we choose isothermal
spheres so that we can use the simplifying relations
rt
R
∼ c
(
m
M
)1/3
∼ c3/2
(
σcl
σgal
)
, GM = 2σ2galR, (1)
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Figure 1. Orbits of the star clusters in our simulations. The
eccentricity is given in terms of the parameter b defined as R˙ = bV
(with b = 0 for a circular orbit and b = 1 for a radial infall). In
increasing eccentricity: continuous (b = 0), narrow-dotted (b =
0.14) broad-dotted (b = 0.34), dashed-dotted (b = 0.54) dashed
(b = 0.74) and continuous (b = 0.88).
wherem,M and σcl, σgal are the masses respectively the ve-
locity dispersions of the cluster and the host. The distances
rt and R are the tidal radius of the cluster and the orbital
radius to the host. For an isothermal sphere the correction
factor c ∼ 0.8 (Binney & Tremaine 2008).
Whilst many systems can be reasonably well described
by an isothermal potential over the scales of interest, our re-
sults would not apply to systems orbiting within very differ-
ent potentials. For example, a star cluster within a constant
density potential would not even produce streams. However,
for Palomar 5 and for many of the streams in our Galactic
halo, or within galaxy clusters, an isothermal potential is a
good approximation over the range 0.01−0.5Rvirial (Klypin,
Zhao & Somerville 2002).
In order to test the basic assumptions of our model we
perform simulations of a star cluster orbiting with different
eccentricities within an isothermal host potential. The ve-
locity dispersion is chosen to be σcl = 4 km/s for the cluster
and σgal = 200 km/s for the host. Every simulation starts
with the star cluster at a radius of 20 kpc and we choose
different perpendicular initial velocities from 283 km/s for a
circular orbit to 50 km/s for the most eccentric orbit. The
global potential is a fixed analytic potential whilst the star
cluster is modelled using 2× 105 stars, set up in an equilib-
rium configuration at the starting position (Zemp, Moore,
Stadel, Carollo & Madau 2008). The evolution is followed
using the N-body code PKDGRAV (Stadel 2001), adopt-
ing high precision parameters for the force accuracy. The
softening length of the star particles is  = 0.005 kpc. All
simulated orbits are illustrated in Fig. 1.
There are two mechanism responsible for the stream
growth, on the one hand, the outflow of matter leaving
the cluster with a certain velocity difference ∆V and on
the other hand the stream expansion due to diﬄuence of
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9
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the initial dispersion. The expansion velocity w is given by
w ∼ 2σcl, which corresponds to the diﬄuence velocity of a
bunch of particles leaving the cluster at the same time. Using
conservation of angular momentum L leads to the velocity
difference ∆V :
L = RV sin θ = (R+ rt)(V −∆V ) sin θ ⇒ ∆V
V
∼ rt
R
(2)
Here we have assumed R rt and V  ∆V . In an isother-
mal potential the value of V must be somewhere between
VR = (4/pi)
1/2σgal and Vc = 2
1/2σgal, the radial and cir-
cular velocities. Using (1) we therefore obtain ∆V ∼ σcl as
well as
w ∼ 2∆V. (3)
Physically this means that all particles belonging to the
stream at t0 will be distributed over the entire stream length
at all time t > t0. Or in other words, even if there is no more
outflow from the cluster, the stream always stays attached
to the cluster.
The amount of diﬄuence can be estimated in the simu-
lation by marking particles at a certain time t0 and looking
at where they are found in the stream at t  t0. The first
image of Fig. 2 shows a cluster at apocenter after one orbit
(195 Myr) with the particles of one stream marked in red. In
the second image we see the cluster at apocenter after nine
orbits (1756 Myr) along with the distribution of the parti-
cles marked before. The particles marked at the early time
are located throughout the stream at later times, confirming
our above statement.
The width of the stream depends on the velocity disper-
sion σ. A particle with an energy excess during the outflow
will be on an orbit with a slightly different eccentricity and
will therefore complete a full oscillation within the stream
during one orbital time T . The radius corresponding to half
of the stream width is then approximately given by
r⊥ ∼ 1
2
σT. (4)
On the other hand the length of the stream after one orbit
is simply
l0 ∼ wT ∼ 2σT, (5)
assuming the approximate relation σcl ∼ σ. After one orbit
a single stream should therefore be about twice as long as
it is wide. This is the case in all our simulations and can be
checked in the first image of Fig 2.
The linear density of a stream is given by the relation
µ =
dm
dz
=
m˙
z˙
∼ m˙
2∆V
, (6)
Here we have used z˙ ∼ w ∼ 2∆V , what results in an ad-
ditional factor of two compared to a static stream because
of the stretching effect of the expansion. The rate of out-
streaming matter is estimated to be
m˙ =
(ma −mp)
T
∼ 2c
3
2
T
σ3cl
Gσgal
(Ra −Rp) ∼ c
3
2
G
σ3cl
σgal
R˙, (7)
where we have used the relations (1). The outflow of the
matter is averaged over one orbital period. With the relation
R˙ = bV , where the parameter b depends on the cluster orbit
(with b = 0 for a circular orbit and b = 1 for a radial infall),
the linear density becomes
Figure 2. Simulation of an isothermal cluster with an eccentric-
ity of b = 0.74. The image on the top shows the cluster after one
orbit where the particles of one stream are marked in red. The
image on the bottom shows the cluster after nine orbits with the
distribution of the particles marked before.
µ ∼ c
3/2
2G
σ3cl
σgal
(
V
∆V
)
b ∼ σ
2
clb
2G
, (8)
and the Toomre parameter is then given by
q ≡ σ
2
2Gµ
∼ 1
b
. (9)
The smallest value for the Toomre parameter is therefore
q ∼ 1 which corresponds to a radial orbit. The Toomre pa-
rameter of relation (9) is four times larger than the one
obtained by Quillen & Comparetta (2010), the reason be-
ing a factor of two which comes in at equation (6) as well
as the averaging of the mass outflow in equation (7). Both
effects are directly related to the expansion of the stream,
not considered by Quillen and Comparetta.
An independent way to calculate the Toomre parame-
ter is by using the virial theorem for an isothermal sphere,
truncated at the tidal radius rt:
σ2cl =
|W |
mcl
=
4piG
mcl
∫ rt
0
drrρ(r)M(r) =
4σ4clrt
Gmcl
, (10)
σ2cl =
Gmcl
4rt
. (11)
Using the approximation σcl ∼ σ then leads to
q =
σ2l0
2Gmst
∼ 1
8
mcl
mst
l0
rt
. (12)
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Figure 3. The Toomre parameter as a function of the eccen-
tricity parameter b. The black dots are the measurements from
the different simulations. The solid gray line corresponds to equa-
tion (9), while the dotted line is the prediction from Quillen &
Comparetta (2010).
For the extreme case of a radial orbit mcl ∼ 2mst and we
obtain q ∼ 1. This means that for all orbits q must be larger
than one, a result that confirms the relation (9) above.
The Toomre parameter can also be determined in the
simulations by measuring the velocity dispersion and the
linear density. However, it turns out that the dispersion is
very difficult to quantify accurately because over one or-
bital period it strongly fluctuates at any Lagrangian point
(for example, around any star). This is due to the oscillation
of stream-length and stream width, which happens because
the particles in the stream are on nearly free orbits around
the host. The velocity dispersion therefore is affected by the
number of stars used in its measurement since that changes
the region of the stream over which the dispersion is calcu-
lated.
In Fig. 3 we plot the Toomre parameter, where the dis-
persion is measured in the middle of the stream, at apocenter
after one orbital period and assuming an isotropic distribu-
tion (looking at the ration of tangential to radial velocity
dispersions after one orbit we can see that this assump-
tion is approximately valid). We notice that the simulations
roughly follow the theoretical prediction which is given by
the solid gray line.
Already at that stage of our analysis it becomes clear
that the expansion has a strong stabilising effect because
it leads to a significant boost of the Toomre parameter. In
the next section we will see that the stability of a stream
is additionally enforced, since the expanding environment
leads to a damping in the the evolution of perturbations.
3 PERTURBATIONS IN AN EXPANDING
CYLINDER
In order to find a criterion for the stability, we are now mod-
eling a tidal stream as a non-rotating elongated cylinder of
collisionless matter that is linearly expanding in the direc-
tion of its long axis. For the expansion we introduce the
comoving coordinate s = az with a(t) = αt and set z = l0,
where l0 is the stream length after one orbital period T . The
expansion factor then becomes
α =
1
T
. (13)
The orbital period is a natural time measure since the out-
streaming from the cluster into the tails is mainly happen-
ing during the cluster orbit from apo- to pericenter when
the tidal radius is shrinking. During the other half of the
orbit the tidal radius is growing again and there is nearly no
streaming mass loss.
An analytical treatment of the stability of an expanding
cylinder is possible either on scales much smaller or much
larger than the cylindrical radius. In the former case we
can treat the fluid as homogeneous and we therefore get the
usual Jeans length
λhJ =
√
piσ2
Gρ
. (14)
With the relation (9) as well as the linear density µ = pir2⊥ρ
we then obtain
λhJ
r⊥
=
√
2pi2q ∼
√
2pi2
b
. (15)
Since the eccentricity parameter b is always larger than one,
the Jeans length exceeds the radius of the cylinder and we
can exclude collapse on scales smaller than r⊥.
However there is still the possibility of collapse in the
longitudinal direction of the cylinder on scales larger than
r⊥. This is the second analytically treatable case which
leads to a very different stability criterion. In order to de-
termine the behaviour of longitudinal perturbations we are
now going to derive the equations for the evolution of density
perturbations. This is usually done by integrating and lin-
earising the collisionless Boltzmann equation (Peebles 1980).
Since we are looking at a thin cylinder, we can assume a
phase-space density of the form
f(z, p, t) =
{
a[ρb + ρ1(z, t)]f(p), r < r⊥
0, r > r⊥
(16)
Here we have introduced a homogeneous background density
ρb as well as a first order perturbation ρ1. An integration
of the phase-space density immediately leads to the stream
density
ρ =
1
a
∫
dpf(z, p, t) =
(µb + µ1)
pir2⊥
=
1
pir2⊥
µ0
a
(1 +D), (17)
where D = µ1/µb is the dimensionless overdensity.
The evolution of the phase-space density is described by
the one dimensional collisionless Boltzmann equation with
expanding coordinate
∂
∂t
f(z, p, t) +
p
a2
∂
∂z
f(z, p, t)− ∂Φ
∂z
∂
∂p
f(z, p, t) = 0. (18)
It is now straightforward to derive the continuity and the
momentum equation of the stars in the cylinder. They are
given by
∂t(1 +D) +
1
a
∂z [〈v〉(1 +D)] = 0, (19)
∂t [a 〈v〉 (1 +D)] + ∂zΦ(1 +D) + ∂z
[
〈v2〉(1 +D)
]
= 0, (20)
where
〈v〉 =
∫
pfdp
a
∫
fdp
, 〈v2〉 =
∫
p2fdp
a2
∫
fdp
. (21)
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By substituting the derivative of the second equation into
the first we finally find the equation of perturbation:
∂2tD+2
a˙
a
∂tD =
1
a2
∂z [(1 +D)∂zΦ]+
1
a2
∂2z
[
(1 +D)〈v2〉
]
.(22)
In order to solve this differential equation we still need
to know the potential of a cylinder. The simplest assumption
is to take
Φ(r, z, t) = Φ(0)(r) + Φ(1)(r, z, t), (23)
Φ(1)(r, z, t) = φ(1)(r, t)eik0z
(Fridman & Polyachenko 1984), where k0 is the comoving
wave number in z-direction. The Poisson equation for the
zero-order term is simply
1
r
d
dr
(
r
dΦ(0)
dr
)
= 4piG
{
ρ0, r < r⊥
0, r > r⊥
(24)
with the solution Φ(0)(r) = piGρ0r
2 + const. In contrast
to a self gravitating cylinder, a stream is embedded in the
dominating potential of the host and the zero order term
looks different. However, a dependence of the potential in
the z-direction only comes in as a first order effect due to
the internal structure of the stream. Therefore we obtain the
following Poisson equation at first order
∂2rΦ
(1) +
1
r
∂rΦ
(1) − k
2
0
a2
Φ(1) =
{
4piGρ1, r < r⊥
0, r > r⊥
(25)
where ρ1 may vary along the axis of the cylinder. Two inde-
pendent solutions of this homogeneous differential equation
are the modified Bessel equations of first and second kind
I0[x] and K0[x]. The general inner and outer solution are
given by
Φ
(1)
< (r) = AI0
[
k0r
a
]
+BK0
[
k0r
a
]
− 4piGρ1a
2
k20
, (26)
Φ
(1)
> (r) = A
′I0
[
k0r
a
]
+B′K0
[
k0r
a
]
, (27)
where the boundary conditions require B = A′ = 0.
With the matching conditions Φ
(1)
< (r⊥) = Φ
(1)
> (r⊥) and
∂rΦ
(1)
< (r⊥) = ∂rΦ
(1)
> (r⊥) we find
A =
4piGρ1a
2K′0 [k0r⊥/a]
k20W [k0r⊥/a]
, W = −k0
a
(I0K1 + I1K0). (28)
We now look at the case of large perturbations in a thin
stream (k0r⊥/a << 1). In the asymptotic limit we get
A ' 2Gµ0
a
[
2a2
(k0r⊥)2
+ γ + log
(
k0r⊥
2a
)]
D. (29)
The first order potential inside the stream is then given by
Φ
(1)
< '
σ20
q0a
[
log
(
k0r⊥
2a
)
+ γ
]
D, (30)
where we have used µ = pir2⊥ρ together with relation (9).
The Euler constant is γ = 0.577.
Using (22) and (30) we obtain a closed set of equa-
tions for the perturbations D that can now be linearised. We
therefore set D << 1, as well as 〈v2〉(z, t) = σ2(t) + O(v21)
which gives
D¨ + 2
a˙
a
D˙ =
1
a2
∂2zΦ
(1)
< −
k20σ
2
a2
D, (31)
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Figure 4. Dynamics of the perturbation D with respect to the
scale factor a for the comoving factors k0r⊥ = 0.9 (solid), 0.7
(wide-dashed), 0.5 (narrow-dashed) 0.3 (dotted) and 0.1 (dashed-
dotted). From top left to bottom right: q = 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2
D¨ + 2
a˙
a
D˙ = −k
2
0
a2
{
2Gµ0
a
[
log
(
k0r⊥
2a
)
+ γ
]
+ σ2
}
D. (32)
In a collisionless cylinder the longitudinal velocity dis-
persion decreases as σ = σ0a
−1 (see eq. 21), while the per-
pendicular velocity dispersion stays constant. Equation (32)
can therefore be written as
D¨ + 2
a˙
a
D˙ = −σ
2
0k
2
0
q0a3
{
log
(
k0r⊥
2a
)
+ γ +
q0
a
}
D. (33)
The perturbation, D, is damped if the right hand side of
equation (33) is negative. Therefore we can define a Jeans
length
λJ = pir⊥ exp
(
q0
a
+ γ
)
, (34)
which is very different from the stability criterion in a homo-
geneous surrounding (14). The geometry of a thin cylinder
leads to a Jeans length with an exponential form that guar-
antees stability up to much larger scales.
Equation (33) can now be simplified using (4) and tak-
ing a as variable:
D′′(a) +
2
a
D′(a) = (35)
−4(k0r⊥)
2
q0a3
{
log
(
k0r⊥
2a
)
+ γ +
q0
a
}
D(a),
There are two remaining free parameters, namely q0 and
k0r⊥, which describe the eccentricity of the orbit and the
scale of the perturbation compared to the width of the
stream. In Fig. 4 we plotted the numerical solutions for dif-
ferent sets of parameters. For a small Toomre parameter the
perturbations will become nonlinear and we expect gravita-
tional collapse to occur. However, for larger q the perturba-
tions either undergo a damped oscillation or they freeze out
after an unsubstantial phase of growth. Comparing these re-
sults with the relation (9) leads to the conclusion that the
Toomre parameter of a tidal stream is always large enough
to assure stability in all cases of interest.
In order to see the effect due to the linear expansion,
we also look at the case of a static cylinder. The evolution of
perturbations is then given by equation (33) with a = 1 and
a˙ = 0 and its behaviour is plotted in Fig. 5. Even for a large
Toomre parameter q, there are always collapsing modes sup-
posing an infinitely extended cylinder. This is fundamentally
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9
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Figure 5. Perturbations D in the case of a static cylinder, where
o is the number of orbits. The different lines represent the factors
kr⊥ = 0.9 (solid), 0.7 (wide-dashed), 0.5 (narrow-dashed) 0.3
(dotted) and 0.1 (dashed-dotted) in static coordinates. From top
left to bottom right: q = 0.5, 0.75, 1, 2
different in the expanding case, where all modes are damped
for a high enough q, leading to stability on all scales.
Until now we analysed the stability of a stream with
linear perturbation theory. In the next section we take a
different look at the stream stability by exploring the lon-
gitudinal collapse of cylindrical slices. This somehow more
heuristic approach is not restricted to the linear regime and
gives an independent analysis of the problem.
4 SHELL COLLAPSE IN A CYLINDER
In a one dimensional case of an extended cylinder the spheri-
cal collapse reduces to the longitudinal collapse of thin slices.
We therefore consider a homogeneous and infinitely long ex-
panding cylinder with a top hat perturbation at the time
ti. The stream can then be cut into slices, which evolve at
constant energy. The energy at a certain distance s is given
by
Ei =
1
2
v2i +Φ(s) =
1
2
(
a˙i
ai
)2
s2 − GMi(s)
s
. (36)
Since the mass Mi evolves as
Mi(s) =
∫
(1 + δ)µb(ti)ds =
2µ0
ai
(1 + δ)s (37)
we obtain the energy
Ei =
1
2
α2
(
s
ai
)2
− 2Gµ0
ai
(1 + δ). (38)
Slices with a positive total energy will never collapse and
therefore Ei > 0 is our stability condition. Equation (38)
then leads to
s > r⊥
√
8(1 + δ)ai
q0
, (39)
where we have used the definition of the Toomre parameter
(9). Slices further away are stable while nearby ones will col-
lapse. The critical distance below which the stream becomes
unstable is growing with the square root of time.
In the picture of shell collapse the velocity dispersion
is completely ignored, since the diffusion of particles into
other slices makes the problem much more complicated. We
will however account for the dispersion by an ad-hoc intro-
duction of the Jeans length λJ , which guaranties the stream
stability on small scales. With (39) and (34) we can then
construct the stability criterion
q0 >
8(1 + δ)
pi2
aie
−2(q0a−1i +γ), (40)
which is fulfilled at the beginning (a = 1) and may be vi-
olated at some later times (a > ac). This means that for
ti = t0 all instable slices are below λJ and therefore all the
stream is stable. Later on however and depending on q0 un-
stable modes may appear just above λJ .
Since the Jeans length gives a minimum size for the final
structure, the initial collapse must start at a scale well above
this. A calculation of the collapse-time tcoll shows however
that tcoll dramatically grows with the distance of the slice.
Slices only a few times further away than the Jeans length
already have a tcoll that largely exceeds one Hubble time,
at least for q0 > 1. This means that even though there are
unstable modes in an expanding stream, they will never have
enough time to grow substantially. Collapse only occures for
very small values of q0 well below the limit given by (9).
This qualitative picture is in agreement with the results
plotted in Fig. 4, where a phase of damped oscillation is
followed by a phase of growth, freezing out at a very low
level still in the linear regime.
5 TOWARDS A REALISTIC STREAM
A realistic treatment of a tidal stream orbiting its host
galaxy can become very complex, which leads us to consider
the possibility that our model of an expanding cylinder is an
over-simplification and therefore we are missing some impor-
tant dynamics. In the following we treat possible deviations
to our model and discuss their influence on the stability:
• In general, the host galaxy is not simply isothermal, but
can have a triaxial shape that varies with time, and it con-
tains substructures. The orbit of a cluster is then no longer
within a plane and it may lose its regularity. The analysis
of stability effects in such a complex situation is best tack-
led with full numerical simulations. Nevertheless, there is
no a-prior reason to believe that one of these effects could
fundamentally alter the stability criterion.
• A stream approximately traces the orbit of its cluster and
is therefore more and more curved the longer it gets. This
does not correspond to the straight cylinder used in the
model. However the effect of the bending is rather stabil-
ising the stream against longitudinal Jeans instabilities and
can therefore confidently be ignored.
• A much more severe limitation of our model is the as-
sumption of a cylindrical form. In reality streams are often
more sheet-like and their thickness strongly varies during the
orbital period. The closer a stream approaches the centre of
the host, the thinner it gets. The reason for this behaviour
is the form of the isothermal host potential which leads to
orbits that occupy a narrower real-space volume closer to its
centre. In Fig. 6 the image of a stream on an eccentric or-
bit is illustrated. The difference in the stream-width is very
pronounced and the sheet like structure at apocenter is also
visible. Even though the variation in the thickness has a ma-
jor influence on the local stream density, it does not affect
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Figure 6. Density map of a star cluster with a leading and tailing
stream after 2 Gyr in an isothermal host potential. The orbit lies
in the (y,z)-plane and has an eccentricity factor of b = 0.74. The
high eccentricity leads to strong variations in the stream width.
While the streams are narrower and denseer at pericentre, they
become flattend at apocentre with the typical umbrella-like form.
the longitudinal collapse condition, which only depends on
the linear density. Incorporating the effect of the flattening
of the stream is somewhat more difficult because it affects
the potential (30). However, it is again unlikely that the
sheet-like structure would have an enhancing effect on the
collapse since it is stretching the stream which reduces its
density.
• As the stream orbits between apocenter and pericenter,
its length is oscillating, a fact that is not included in our
model assumptions and may affect the stream stability. In
fact, the stream only expands linearly on average, its length
oscillates during one orbit, being stretched at pericenter and
compressed at apocenter. In Fig. 7 the average distance of
random points in streams on different orbits are illustrated
and the orbital oscillation as well as the overall linear ex-
pansion are clearly visible. These oscillations have an effect
on the longitudinal perturbations. From peri- to apocenter,
when the stream-length is shrinking, we are no longer in a
stable regime and we expect growth. However, this growth
happens on a timescale longer than the orbital period so
that perturbations do not have time to collapse. This can be
shown by approximating the shrinking of the stream with a
linearly decreasing scale factor of the form
a(t) = d− (d− 1) 2
T
t, (41)
where d = lmax/l0. The stream length r(t) = a(t)l0 now
runs from lmax to l0 in half of an orbital period. We then
use the equation of perturbation (33) and replace the time
variable with the scale factor. The result is
D′′(a) +
2
a
D′(a) = (42)
− (k0r⊥)
2
(d− 1)2q0a3
{
log
(
k0r⊥
2a
)
+ γ +
q0
a
}
D(a),
as well as the initial conditions D(d) = 0.1 and D′(d) = 0.
We find growing solutions if the right hand side of the above
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Figure 7. The evolution of the distance between chosen parti-
cles in the stream for different simulations with b = 0.14 (full),
b = 0.34 (dashed), b = 0.54 (dashed-dotted), b = 0.74 (narrow-
dotted) and b = 0.88 (broad-dotted). Whilst there is linear growth
averaged over the orbital motion, the length is oscillating with the
orbit, and the amplitude of the oscillation is larger for higher ec-
centricity.
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Figure 8. Growing perturbations D for a shrinking scale factor a
with k0r⊥ = 0.9 (solid), 0.7 (wide-dashed), 0.5 (narrow-dashed),
0.3 (dotted), 0.1 (dashed-dotted). The plots should be read from
right to left. Top: q = 0.5 with d = 2 (left) and d = 10 (right).
Bottom: q = 1 with d = 2 (left) and d = 10 (right).
equation is positive, where the actual value determines the
growth rate. A large value of d (high eccentricity) gives a
small growth factor for a long interval of integration, whilst
a small value (low eccentricity) gives a large growth factor
for a short interval, the reason being the d2-term in the de-
nominator of (42). Hence, the actual growth of perturbations
stays negligibly small in all cases even for a q as low as 0.5
and the overall stability of our streams is therefore ensured.
In Fig. 8 we plotted the evolution of the perturbations be-
tween peri- and apocenter for the case of q = 0.5 and q = 1
and with d = 2 and d = 10.
• Because of the longitudinal contraction at apocenter and
the transversal contraction at pericenter the density and the
total velocity dispersion are oscillating twice as fast as the
stream length. This can be observed in Fig. 9, where we plot-
ted the longitudinal and transversal velocity dispersion of a
stream with high orbital eccentricity. The doubling of the
frequency comes from the fact that the stream is longitudi-
nally compressed at apocenter and transversely compressed
at pericenter. Fig. 9 can be understood qualitatively by as-
suming that the particles in the stream are on nearly free
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9
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Figure 9. Evolution of the velocity dispersion for a high eccen-
tricity orbit (b = 0.75). The dispersion parallel to the stream is
plotted at the top, the one perpendicular to the stream at the bot-
tom. The grey dahsed curves show the time evolution predicted by
the model. The vertical lines correspond to the apocenter passage
of the cluster.
epicyclic orbits around the host, which means that the host
potential is dominating and that the stream particles are not
feeling each other. Slightly displaced orbits are then crossing
at apo- and again at pericenter which leads to large peaks
in the velocity dispersion.
Our model predicts a longitudinal dispersion that decreases
on average, an effect that is not clearly visible in the plot
on the top of Fig. 9. Whilst the minima in the longitudinal
dispersion seem to decrease as predicted, the maxima are
growing with time. This growth comes from the fact that the
particle orbits separate more and more to end up at distinct
free orbits with the same eccentricity but with a shift in the
azimuthal angle. The particles are then all crossing at the
same place leading to a sharp peak in the dispersion. The
orbital oscillation is also visible in the plot of the transversal
dispersion at the bottom of Fig. 9. On average however the
transversal dispersion seems to stay constant as predicted by
the model. A more detailed study of the stream dispersion
was done by Helmi & White (1999), who found a similar
evolution of the dispersion over many more orbital periods.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the gravitational stability of tidal streams
by modelling them as thin linearly expanding cylinders of
collisionless matter. Such a model leads to a stability crite-
rion that has an exponential dependence on the one dimen-
sional Toomre parameter. We derive a perturbation analysis
and also use energetic arguments, to show that a cylinder
with the dispersion, the density and the growth rate of a
tidal stream is stable for all times.
We used numerical simulations to test our main approx-
imations and to study the detailed phase space evolution of
tidal streams. As a final consistency check, we note that
none of our simulations show any evidence for gravitational
instability.
In reality, a stream is only linearly expanding on aver-
age, its length is oscillating during one orbit. This leads to a
time interval between apo- and pericenter, where the scale
factor shrinks again and the stream is in an unstable regime.
Nevertheless, this time interval is too short for the perturba-
tions to grow substantially and the oscillation of the stream
length has therefore no influence on the stability.
Collisionless stellar or dark matter streams should
therefore evolve smoothly in time, simply stretching fur-
ther away from the parent system. The structure observed
in tidal streams, such as Palomar 5 must have an external
origin, perhaps disk shocking or encounters with molecular
clouds or dark matter substructures.
Our stability analysis could in principle also be ex-
tended to other systems producing streams. However, sys-
tems with non spherical shapes and net angular momentum
are extremely difficult to analyse with analytical methods,
since the alignment of the interacting objects is important.
Merging disk galaxies for example produce streams with in-
ternal structures strongly depending on the initial alignment
of the disks and on their angular momenta. In such cases,
high resolution numerical simulations are the indispensable
tool for a consistent stability analysis.
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PROSPECTS
There are many further research projects that could extend the work presented
in this thesis. This includes studies on the structure formation around the free
streaming scale as well as further investigations on collapse within inhomogeneous
matter distributions. We will now mention some future projects and discuss the
methods to face possible problems.
6.1. Halo mass function around the free streaming scale
In chapter 4 we discussed the intriguing behavior of the halo mass function in ΛWDM
cosmologies, and the failure of the EPS approach at scales where free streaming
becomes important. An analytical understanding of the mass function around the
free streaming scale would however be crucial, because simulations are suffering from
severe numerical artifacts.
The most fundamental problem with the EPS approach is the divergence of the
predicted mass function at small masses, and this in spite of the fact that matter
cannot collapse below the Jeans mass. Including the velocity dispersion in the linear
growth calculation as well as modifying the spherical/ellipsoidal collapse (by allowing
some kind of shell diffusion) would introduce a cutoff to the EPS mass function and
could therefore solve this divergence problem.
The inconsistency of the EPS approach observed in chapter 4 must however
have another reason, since the simulations do not include thermal velocities either.
Some preliminary calculations also show that the scale where the velocity dispersion
should alter the mass function is well below the resolution limit of the simulations.
Possible reasons for the discrepancy between the EPS model and the simulations are
an inappropriate window function, a modification of the halo ellipticity around the
free streaming scale, or a general failure of the EPS approach due to the inversion
of the hierarchical structure formation.
 Chapter 6: Prospects
In order to find an appropriate description of the mass function around the free
streaming scale, more simulations are needed with enough resolution to challenge
scales closer to the free streaming limit. It will be interesting to see what kind of
qualitative behavior can be observed, namely if the mass function will flatten out
further or if it will turn over at some point and and start to decrease.
6.2. Halo concentrations in ΛWDM
The concentration-mass relation in ΛWDM is not a monotonic increasing function
as in ΛCDM, but it turns over and decreases again towards small masses. This
surprising behavior can be interpreted as an inversion in the hierarchy of struc-
ture formation, since the halo concentration is believed to be proportional to the
background density at the formation time.
In order to examine the precise hierarchy of halo formation, one would have to
analyze the detailed halo accretion history, by tracing back all haloes until the time
of virialisation. In this way it would be possible to construct merger trees and to
determine the average redshift of halo formation for different halo masses.
An inversion in the formation hierarchy would have an influence on the high
redshift evolution of galaxy formation. Since small haloes form later, the beginning
of the epoch of reionisation would be delayed, and the first luminous sources would
emerge within larger dark matter structures.
A reversed halo formation could also be the reason for the observed discrepancy
in the halo mass function, discussed in section 6.1. As a matter of fact the average
collapse redshift is predicted by the EPS formalism to depend on the variance of
the Gaussian field, and a flat σ(M) relation means simultaneous collapse. Since
by construction the σ(M) relation cannot turn over, an inversion of the hierarchy
cannot be described by a simple EPS approach.
6.3. Fragmentation in cosmic filaments
The model of growing perturbations in a cylindrical matter distribution discussed in
chapter 5 can also be applied to other systems in astrophysics. One example is the
filament as part of the cosmic web, which is spanned between two galaxy clusters
and delimitates the large volumes of cosmic voids. Contrary to streams, the filaments
are not trapped in large potential wells and do not feel strong tidal forces, leading to
further complications like focusing at pericenter and longitudinal oscillations. They
are therefore even better suited to the model of cylindrical collapse.
The formation of filaments is usually described by the model of ellipsoidal col-
lapse, where one collapsed axis corresponds to sheet formation, two collapsed axes
to filament formation and three collapsed axis to halo formation [43]. The picture of
ellipsoidal collapse is however not very consistent with simulations, where structure
formation seems to be dominated by voids, and where filaments are stable objects
spanned between high density centers. It is therefore worth to analyze whether di-
rect fragmentation along stable filaments could act as an alternative mechanism for
halo formation.
6.3. Fragmentation in cosmic filaments 
The equation of perturbation for an expanding cylinder has been derived in
chapter 5. In the case of a general cylindrical potential and a general expansion
factor a(t) ∝ tn, it has the following form
D′′ +
(3n− 1)
na
D′ = −4piG∆ρb0
n2
(a0
a
) 5n−2
n
{
K1(k0r⊥)
W (k0r⊥)
+
(k0r⊥)2σ20
4piaG∆ρb0
− 1
}
D, (6.1)
where ∆ is the virial overdensity of the filament and σ0 is its longitudinal velocity
dispersion. The functions K1 and W as well as r⊥ and k0 are definied in chapter 5.
In order to solve Eq. (6.1), one needs to know the longitudinal expansion, the
initial density field, and the velocity dispersion of the filament. Following the picture
of an ideal ellipsoidal collapse, where different axes collapse at different timescales,
a filament corresponds to a structure with two collapsed axes out of three. The
expansion factor a(t) should therefore be close to the expansion of the universe,
since the third axis is expanding with the cosmic flow. The velocity dispersion on the
other hand should correspond to the primordial one, because there is no relaxation
or two body interaction in a collisionless fluid and the virial motion should not
affect the longitudinal direction. For a ΛCDM cosmology this would mean that
σ0 is completely negligible. The overdensity field should finally correspond to the
primordial one, since an ideal collapse of two axes is increasing the density field,
leaving the overdensities unchanged.
These approximations are valid for an idealised ellipsoidal collapse, but things
can be very different in a real cosmological situation. Deviations from the form of
a perfect ellipsoid and tidal forces from the surroundings could for example sig-
nificantly boost the velocity dispersion and wash out the primordial overdensities.
A detailed study of filaments and their virialisation is necessary to determine the
importance of these effects.
Proceeding with the above approximations, Eq. (6.1) can be simplified to
D′′ +
3
2a
D′ = −9piG∆ρb0
(a0
a
)2{K1(k0r⊥)
W (k0r⊥)
− 1
}
D, (6.2)
where we have assumed n = 2/3 and where the initial conditions are given by
Di = δ(zc, k) with the collapse redshift zc. This equation has growing modes on all
scales and halo formation could be possible, at least if there is enough time for the
collapse.
 Chapter 6: Prospects
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